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New Drug Doubly Effective
J\gainstlleartlUtacks
new drug, t-PA, stops heart attacks
in progress nearly twice as effec
tively as the drug currently avail
able, according to the results of a multi
center, 316-patient study reported in the
April 4 issue of The NeH' Engllllld Journal
(!f Medic;l/e.
Tissue plasminogen activator, t-PA,
stops heart attacks by dissolving blood
clots lodged in a coronary artery. Such
clots cause 80 percent of heart attacks.
Rapid dissolution of the clot spares the
heart from damage and thus significantly
improves the patient's chance for
recovery.
In the just-completed clinical trials,
done at Washington University and 12
other clinical centers nationwide under
the direction of the National Heart, Lung
and Blood Institutc, 143 patients received
intravenous t-PA while 147 received intra
venous streptokinase. Streptokinase is
currently the drug-of-choice for dissolv
ing clots during a heart attack.
"t-PA was more effective by a substan
tialmargin," says Burton E. Sobel, M.D.,
chief of cardiology at Barnes Hospital
and Washington University. "Within 90
minutes of administration, the clot was
dissolved in 2/ 1 of the patients who re
ceived t-PA and only 1/1 of the patients
who received streptokinase."
"The advantages of t-PA are so sub
stantial that it quite likely will replace the
agents we have used in the past," adds
Phillip Ludbrook, M.D., a cardiologist
who has served as Washington Univer
sity's principal investigator in the study.
Chief among these advantages is t-PA's
specificity. Streptokinase's lack of speci
ficity puts patients at substantial risk of
systemic bleeding. In addition, strep
tokinase is a bacteria-derived substance
that can cause an allergic response in
some patients and make it difficult to
determine a proper dose.
Although t-PA has proved to be an
effective and safe clot dissolver. "it is not
a panacea," Sobel warns. 'The coronary

A

arterics where these clots occur are ab
normal to start with. The clots generally
form where the vessel is narrowed due to
plaquc build-Ups. We're still going to have
to deal with the long-term widening or re
pair of these arteries ." Coronary artery
bypass surgery and balloon angioplasty
are among the techniques currently used
to correct coronary artery stenosis.
This clinical study constitutes Phase I
or the Thrombolysis in Myocardial Infan:
tion (TIMI) trials sponsored by the Na
tional Heart, Lung and Blood Institute.
According to the journal article, the
advisory committee directing the study
decided to end Phase I a month ahead of
schedule becausc the signillcant contrasts
between t-PA and streptokinase became
apparent.
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•

Cardiac catheterization was performed on t-PA and streptokinase recipients durillg
a recent clillical trial ill which t-PA was showll to be the superior thrombolytic agent.
Phillip Ludbrook, left, pril/cipal investigator ofthe trial at Washington UI/iversity,
here awaits final preparation of a patient for catheterizatioll.
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Cenetic Disease: Sniffing Out Clues

Gene therapy will eventually become a reality, but it
won't be the first line of treatment for genetic diseases
that respond to dietary manipulation. Uncovering
these conditions requires a trained nose and a dose
of "old-fashioned" medicine.
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Ins and Outs of Cell Traffic
The movement of cell traffic looks chaotic but in fact
is carefully orchestrated. Molecules that act Iike
barges ferry substances into, and around, cells and
deliver their cargo when they encounter a change in
charge in the cell's soupy interior.
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Resculpting the Head

Disease or trauma to the head often produces cosmetic
or functional defects. But because of innovations in
surgical restoration, deformity no longer goes hand
in hand with tissue loss.
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Children like Megan, who have rare
genetic diseases, can be referred to
the Clinical Research Unit at Children's
Hospital for diagnosis and treatment.
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ometime this year, federal health
agencies are expected to approve the
first authorized attempts to treat
cases of rare , devastating genetic disease
through the use of gene therapy. When it
comes, this approval spells hope for per
sons with certain unusual , catastrophic
illnesses - hope that a feat of genetic en
gineering can straighten out their jumbled
genes.
But the fanfare heralding this revolu
tionary treatment obscures gene therapy's
limited importance . Fewer than 500 new
cases of the five genetic diseases under
federal scrutiny are diagnosed each year
- a mere thread in the sizable fabric of
genetic disease . Nearly 10 years ago, it
was estimated that 12 million Americans
had a genetic disorder, and that life-years
lost to such diseases are almost seven
times those lost to heart disease. An esti
mated 30 percent of pediatric hospital
admissions are for genetic disorders.
Thus, feats of gene therapy may even
tually bring hope to hundreds suffering
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Megan suffered from delayed develop
ment and had an unusual odor. These
symptoms motivated her mother to seek
their cause, a quest that eventually
brought her to the Clinical Research Unit
at Children's Hospital.

BY SUZANNE HAGAN
from extremely rare diseases. But tens of
thousands others suffer from diseases like
cystic fibrosis or muscular dystrophy. Al
though traditional medical treatment can
help alleviate the symptoms of these dis
eases , a cure from gene therapy is still the
stuff of science fiction. A few metabolic
disorders like the genetic disease phenyl
ketonuria (PKU) are treatable, but there
is no cure . The plain truth is, except for
diseases like PKU - for which all new
borns are screened, and which can be
effectively treated by dietary manipu
lation - genetic diseases often remain
undiagnosed, or are misdiagnosed .
" Children with genetic disease often
present with symptoms like unexplained
vomiting," says Richard E. Hillman ,
M.D. "In many cases, they are mistakenly
diagnosed with pyloric stenosis. Then ,
they undergo surgery for this condition,
surgery which may be unnecessary - and
potentially dangerous."
Hillman, director of medical genetics
at Washington University Medical Center,
is often called in on these puzzling cases .
He points out that besides probl ems with
eating . children with genetic diseases
especially a defect in metabolic processes
- often have a peculiar odor stemming
from an accumulation of certain

metabolic products.
In some cases, Hillman's primary tipoff
is the first symptom that captures atten
tion - the patient's odor. To be sure of his
initial hunch, though, he always runs
appropriate clinical tests .
" Many genetic diseases have been
named for their odors, " discloses Hill
man. "Osthaus disease , for example . An
osthaus is a place where malt is cured be
fore beer is made, and patients with this
disease have an odor distinctly like malt.
There's also maple syrup urine disease, in
which an accumulation of certain acids
causes the patient's urine to have a
caramel-like smell . Another very rare con
dition - a defect in fat metabolism - is
sometimes called ' sweaty feet disease,' "
he continues. "It causes affected infants
to smell like a locker room ."
Cystic fibrosis, a genetic disease that
occurs in about 26 out of 100,000 white
infants born in the U.S., causes the
infants' stools to be fatty and foul
smelling. A fruity aroma on the breath
is characteristic of persons with untreated
diabetes, which has a strong pattern of
inheritance between generations.
'There are many inherited diseases in
which a distinct odor is part of the clinical
picture, " says Hillman . "The physician
does need a trained nose - that 's a big
factor. "
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Richard Hillman examines the tracings produced from a gas chromatographic
anaLysis, Hillman can diagnose rare genetic diseases using slich information because
metaboLic compounds have characteristic profiLes that enabLe even trace quantities
to be detected in urine or bLood.

Sniffing out ge netic dise<J~c req uires
not ing <J combin<Jtion of sym ptom s. Often
the most obvious are neurological signs,
like irriwbility and f<Jilure to develop
motor sk ili s at a typic<J1 age - pa rent s
seek meliic<J1 allention beca use their baby
fails to ro ll over or sit up or stand. In <Jddi
tion, these childre n will ha ve a proble m
with eating: e ither they ea t very lilli e, or
they vo mit. But tragica ll y, parents whose
ch il dren have these symp toms may be re
butTed when the y seek med ica l <Jllention.
Case in point: Megan, age two-and
<J-h<J It.

Megan's parents first sought help for
their irritable baby when she was nine
months old. Mega n had always ea te n
poorly, and she st ill didn't stand alone, A
se ri e~ of spec i<Jli sts consulted by thi s mid
wes tern couple either ignored the parent s'
pleas or were hostil e: " One doctor told
me th at I was just overly consc ientious, "
rem embers Mega n's moth er. But when
she pointed out the odor in her da ughter 's
clothes, doctors <Jg reecl it wasn't normal:
th ey suspected, they said, maple syru p
urin e disease,
Megan was Aown to Co lorado for a

se ri es of dev elopmental tests whi ch co n
firmed the abnormal develop ment re
ported by her parents, "They to ld us th at
Mega n was abo ut a year beh ind in sk ill
de velopment," says her mother. "B ut they
st ill didn 't know what was ca us in g th e
peculiar odor. " Fin ally, last summer,
Mega n was referred to Hillman. By prac
ticing what he refe rs to as "o ld fa shioned
medicine," Hillman was able to diagnose
Megan's rare disorder. It was n't maple
syrup urine di se ase, but instead was an
inability to perform a key " last step"
in o ne of the pathways of fat metabolism.

The diagnosis was all the more remark
able considering that Megan may be the
only living child with this particular
defect.

~- .
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There are only 75 Clinical Research
Centers in the U.S . - places where
metabolic defects like Megan's can be
diagnosed. These centers, funded by com
petitive federal grants, are each "hospi
tals-within-a-hospital." They consist of
a core laboratory, a metabolic kitchen,
treatment rooms, nurses station, and

outpatient section. The laboratory and
kitchen provide the controlled environ
ment necessar~' to study complex
metabolic and nutrition-related disease
processes, in a multidisciplinary setting.
Washington University Medical Center
has "one of the oldest, largest, and most
productive Clinical Research Centers in
the U.S.," according to Philip E. Cryer,
M.D., the center's director. Established in
1960, the center has both adult and pediat
ric units in which a wide spectrum of ab
normal conditions is studied and treated:
epidermolysis bullosa, a rare childhood
disease in which the skin blisters and
fingers fuse ; growth hormone deficiency
in children ; immunodeficiencies, such as
the "bubb.le boy" disease; bone diseases;
neuromuscular conditions like muscular
dystrophy and multiple sclerosis; and a
host of other disorders, including one of
the most comprehensive diabetes research
and treatment programs in the country.
Megan was hospitalized in the Clinical
Research Unit at the medical center's
Children's Hospital, and Hillman began
his methodical search for the cause of
Megan 's problems. Besides Megan 's odor,
the other distinctive clue was her diet:
"Megan 's dietary history was confusing
because whenever you eat protein, you
also eat fat," says Hillman. "Megan had
limited her protein intake dramatically,
but this apparent aversion to protein was
really nature's way of limiting her fat in
take. We loaded her with milk to fill her
up with protein, thinking we'd find a de
fect in amino acid metabolism. Instead,
the concentration of fatty acids in her
blood and urine went up. "
Hillman analyzed the compounds in
Megan 's blood and urine, and discovered
a high concentration of butyric acid. This
buttery-smelling substance accumulates
because of a genetic defect in Megan's
fat-processing enzymes. Hillman sent a
sample of Megan's tissue to William
Rhead , at the University of Iowa, to test
for the fat-digesting enzymes that he sus
pected of being missing or low. While
awaiting results from Rhead, Hillman put
Megan on a special diet, low in fat and
high in sugars. He also added supple
ments of glycine, an inexpensive amino

acid which helps clear fatty acids from
blood serum. Since Megan fortunately
has a relatively mild form of the disease,
Hillman suspects that she will do well on
the diet. But as to how reversible her
symptoms are , Hillman is unsure.
"Since there are so few children with
this particular defect, " says Hillman, "we
have to work by analogy with other dis
eases. We don't know exactly how toxic
butyric acid is to the brain. All we know
is that currently, Megan is about a year be
hind where she should be. But once her
diet is adjusted, she might catch up. Other
children with similar diseases have shown
striking improvement once their diet is
corrected. "
On a recent foJIowup visit to the medi
cal center, Megan seemed as happy and
healthy as any other toddler, and her

Besides
problems with eating,
children with genetic
diseases - especially
a deject in metabolic
processes - qften have
a peculiar odor stem
ming from an acCUlT/lL
lation ofcertain
metabolic products.

mother confirmed that the dark-haired,
long-lashed little girl had improved sub
stantially since beginning her low-fat,
high-carbohydrate diet. "She's much less
irritable now," said her mother. "She
doesn't cry when strangers approach. And
the odor has disappeared."
Besides careful examination of the pa
tient and attention to any odors they carry,
Hillman stresses the importance of taking
a good dietary hi story. "It 's old-fashioned
medicine, really." he says. "And believing
mothers - that 's probably the key to the
whole story."
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KAREN

olecules - big and small - rush
in and out of cell s at a dizzy ing
pace. And within each cell, vital
components are constantly shuttled be
tween compartments. The frantic pace
would stump a traffic controller, but
mechanisms within each cell impose
order and structure upon the apparent pan
demonium . Two research groups at the
Sc hool of Medicine are deciphering these
traffic pattern s and pinpointing the junc
tions where the cell posts its "traffic
cops."
One way cell s sample their environ
ment and take in the molecules they need
is by coating their surface - the plasma
membrane - with receptors, the cell's
"barges." Receptors ferry metabolically
import ant molecules - the ligands 
into cells , shuttling them between cell
compartments. But once the loaded barge
reaches its destination, its cargo must be
delivered and the barge mu st return for
another load. Researchers at work in the
laboratories of Philip D. Stahl, Ph. D, and
Jacque s U. Baenziger, M.D.l Ph. D., are
trying to understand the cell 's system of
routing barge movement and directing
cargo del ivery.
Once thi s is understood, there may be
widepread application: "Although the re
ceptors are highly specific , many appear
to utilize the same general mechanism for

M
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entry into the cell ," Baenziger points out.
The receptors studied by Baenziger's and
Stahl's groups transport glycoprotein s 
proteins with groups of sugars attached .
For two of these glycoprotein ligand s,
sugar components appear to be the ship
ping label s assuring that the cargo reaches
it s proper destination.
The cell has to solve the problem of
how to transport ligand-cargo through
hostile environments. Ligands are at
home in the cell's liquid interior, but they
cannot freely move into a cell or between
cell compartments. That's where the re
ceptor comes in. The receptor is (It home
in both environments ; part of it prefers
to be submerged in the membrane, while
the other parts can drift into the aqueous
milieu on either side of the membrane,
looking for ligands. Loading the ligand

Gold particles stipple the edge ofa cell
organelle (center). These particles trace
the pathway followed by molecules trans
ported inside the cell. Using John
Heuser's quick-freeze technique, Clifford
Harding employed two sizes ofgold parti
cles to differentiate phases oftransport.
Here, a vesicle called a CURL can be
seen curling off the lower right side
of the organelle. (Micrograph courtesy
of Philip Stahl)

piggyback, the receptor g ives its ligand
a ride into the cell.

FROM HERE TO TIIERE
Research in Stahl 's lab has traced the
path of two receptors that bind glycopro
te ins. Clifford Harding, M.D.lPh .D. (a
former MSTP student) and Maril yn Levy,
A.B ., have been working on one of these
- the transferrin receptor. Thi s receptor
let s a glycoprotein called transferrin into
the cell to deposit its cargo of iron.
Unlike the role of many receptors , the
function of the transferrin receptor is
clear: [t carries iron into the cell. Recep
tors such as the one for transferrin are in
constant motion, with only a small per
centage exposed on the cell surface at any
one time. Like barges moving from the
ce ll surface to the cell's interior, they recy
c le back to the surface once they deliver a
load of frei gh t. (But not all receptors recy
cle~ some make one-way trip s.) To get a
clear idea of what happens to a receptor
when it ferries its ligand inside th e cell,
Harding and Levy bring cell traffic to
an immedi ate halt by quick-freezing
the tis sue.
Tom Wileman, Ph.D., a postdoctoral
fellow, is studying the man nose receptor.
But the mannose rece ptor's role is les s
cl ear than transferrin's. Since it's found
on macrophages - cells that mi grate into
inAamed areas - it may play an impor
tant role in inA amm ation. Ancl the man
nose rece ptor may also be important for
picking up pathogens and transporting
them to Iysoso mes - the cell's "garbage
di sposa ls" - to be destroyed. "We have
a receptor here that can be regulated by
a number of thing s, and that might be
important for host defense," mu ses Stahl.
A ligand's journey starts at the cell
surface and proceeds through the murk y
interior of the cell. Receptors begin the
Journey on the pl as ma membrane, and th e
initial steps in the ligand's rid e have been
documented in a number of systems: The
liga nd binds to its receptor, the membrane
form s a pit by invag inatin g, and the
receptor-ligand comple x moves into
the cell in a vesicle formed from the
pit.
First identifi ed in 1964 , these ves icl es

Jacques Baenziger stops cell "traffic" by changing the ionic composition offluid
bathing cells. Baenziger is trying to map the route followed by the galactose receptor
ill its journey from the surface of the cell, to the interior where it deposits its cargo
ofgalactose, and back to the surface again.
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are coated with clathrin molecules (see
diagram). Greatly enlarged, clathrin
molecules appear as a honeycomb-like
basket supporting these vesicles and pits.
Under lower magnification, this clathrin
coating looks like dark fuzz surrounding
the vesicles.
The formation of coated vesicles
explain s how many receptor-ligand
complexes gain entry to the cell. But
after the vesicles lose their clathrin
coat, how does the cell steer the naked
vesicle (which contains the receptor
ligand complex) to its proper destination?

The mannose and transferrin receptors
follow different routes, Stahl has found,
because they respond differently to acid
ity. Under neutral conditions found at
the cell surface, the man nose receptor
securely binds its ligand; under acidic
conditions, the receptor frees its freight.
By contrast, transferrin (with iron in
tow) stays tightly bound to its receptor
over conditions ranging from acidity to
neutrality. (Transferrin without iron binds
wel.1to its receptor only under acidic
cond itions.)
Stahl proposes the following itinerary
for cell traffic: The mannose receptor
binds its ligand under neutral conditions,
then ferries it into an acidic compartment
within the cell. The ligand is dumped, and
the receptor recycles to the cell surface.
This receptor recycling can be very fast.
In macrophages, each man nose receptor
can be reutilized about every 12 minutes.
Stahl's route for transferrin is some
what different: Transferrin binds its recep
tor at the cell surface, under neutral condi
tions, then travels with the receptor to an
acidic compartment. The iron dissociates
from the transferrin in the acidic envi
ronment, but the iron-free transferrin re
mains bound to its receptor and gets a ride
back to the cell surface. Once there, it is
freed into the extracellular space, where it
can bind iron again and repeat its journey.
These models both assume that the cell
has acidic compartments that are not lyso
somes, because a side trip into a lysosome
by a receptor would degrade it. Stahl has
used electron microscopy to find such
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The movement of the iron-carrying protein tram/errin and its receptor: Iroll-loaded
transferrin binds to its receptor at the cell surface. The ;roll-transferrill-receplor com
plex enters the cell via a pit which is coated with a honeycomb-like basket ofa protein
called clathrin. The clathrin coat recycles back to the plasma membralle after the pit
forms an intact vesicle. The iron is released from tile receptor complex. VIa a CURL,
transferrin and its receptor are recycled back to 'he cell surface where ,hey dissociate.
(Diagram by Surgical llLustralioll, adapted from Scientific American, May 1984)
a compartment, whimsically ca lled
a CURL - Compartment of Uncoupling
of Receptor and Ligand.
CURLs, unlike other cell organelles,
carry no easily identifiable markers. So
how can they be studied? Harding uses a
double-labeling technique and prepares
the tissue for electron microscopy with a
quick-freeze method developed by John
Heuser, M. D., professor of cell biology
and physiology. Cells are dosed with
ligands that are labelled with small gold
particles. These ligands , highlighted with
gold, accumulate at their final destina
tion, the Iysosomes. That makes the
lysosomes easy to identify in electron
micrographs. as shown .
To follow the earliest steps in receptor
recycling. the same cells are incubated
with ligands labelled with larger gol d par
ticles. then quick-fro zen at intervals, stop

ping cell traffic. The frozen tiss ue is pre
pared for electron microscopy, and the
fate of the label led ligand can be traced .
T he receptor-ligand complexes journey
between compartments . win ding up in
CURLs . Th is process can be as short as
five minutes fo r the mannose receptor; it
may tLlke as much as 20 minutes for the
tran<;ferrin receptor. [n CURLs. pieccs of
membrane appear to pin ch off, looki ng
very much like cu rls of membrane in el ec 
tron micrographs . These membrane frag
ments presumably carry th e mannose
receptor, or iron-free trans ferrin and its
receptor, back to the pl asma membra ne .
tah l\ laboratory ca n partial ly purify
CURLs to study thei r properties . And he
w'ants to know more about the mannose
receptor and how it's reg ulated . "We' ve
isolated the mannose rece ptor and some
day we hope to clone the gene," he says .

9

AN()Tlllm (;AHTOCR.\PIIEH
Stahl, after 14 years at Was hin gton Uni 
vc rsity, ha, a ncw job and a new depart
ment - or, rath er, an old department
under a ne w nam e. Hc: 's the ne w chairman
of the Department of Cell Biology and
Physiology, formerl y th\.: Department of
Ph ys iology and Bioph ys ics, and was
recently named Edward Mallinckrodt
Profe"or.
Bacnzigcr has also been at Wa ~ hin gto n
University for a cons id erable time. He
recei ved the M.D./ Ph.D. degrees here in
1")75 and is now professor of pathology.
Most recently. he rece ived the Warner
Lambert/Par ke- Davis Award from the
American Association of Path olog ists in

Clathrill molecules assemble illto a
hOl/eycomb-like ba.~ke f that s upp(}rt~ pils
Gild !'csicles carryillg receptor-ligalld
complexes into the cell. (Micrograph
by 1ulm Heuser)
recogniti on of hi s work on th e interacti on
01' carbohydrate molecul es and li gands

at the cell surface.
Baen zige r is Illapping the ro ute for
ano ther glycoprotein receptor, one that
will bind sligar chains that end with galac 
tose. He is intere sted in glyc oprotein s
ca rbohydrate co mponents and their ability
to act as sh ipping labels Cor pro te in trans
port, "even tho ugh they'reJ ust a few
percent of the rno lec u lar weight of the
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g lyco protein ," he says.
The physiolog ic al ro le of the galac 
tose receptor ha s ye t to be worked out.
Alth oug h it appears to pick up a type of
anti body and transport it into the cell,
Baen ziger will need more convincing be
fore he' ll be ready to ca ll th e an tibody the
natural target of the ga lactose receptor.
Th e physiol og ica l role of the galactose
receptor is still mysterio us, but mu ch is
known about the phy sica l properties of
th e receptor in liver cells.
Bae nziger is using a no vel method to
srud y the recyc lin g of the recep tor, a tech
nique he stum bled upon while sllld yi ng
so meth ing else . Unlike Stah I's traffi c
freezing method, Baenziger alters the
ions bathin g the cells, halting traffi c
by causing the cargo, but not th e cargo
bearing proteins, to stall; th e ligand accu
Illulates inside th e cell s, and the jo umey
is halted in mid strea m . Baenzi ger found
that ligands pile up In uncoated vesicles
th at are not Iysosornes, vesicles anal ago us
to th e Cl RLs analy zed in Stahl's lab.
This di scovery armed Bae nziger with
a ne w tool fo r purifying th e ves icles. (The
ves icles are hard to purify because their
density is similar to that of other ce ll cOJn
ponents, and stand ard se paration me thods
sort the m according to differences in den 
sity. ) He is try ing to link li ga nd s for th e
gal atose rece ptor to dextran beads that are
bonded to iron. This magne ti c cargo ac
cumulates in vesicles and will enable him
to separate th ese cell co mpartm ents . By
passing the cell content s throu gh a co l
umn in a strong mag netic field, Baenziger
ca n remove the iron-l oaded ves icl es for
further study. Eventu all y, he may be able
to map ou t the route that recep tors foll ow
in their jo urney from the p lasma mem
brane to th eir intracellular des tinat ion and
back again. He knows, though , th at rece p
tor recyclin g is a rea lity: "Otherwise, the
ce ll co uldn 't make recepto rs fast enough
to keep up with the traffi c ,'" Baenziger
says.
So fa r, Baen ziger has foun d evidence
that the vesic les he studies are of two
types. He is sC<l nning the membranes of
the vesicles , look ing for protein s th at may
differ from those found on the plasma
me mbrane, but he has yet to find uniqu e

components. "The differe nces may be
quantit ati ve instead of qu alit<ltive," Baen
ziger says. 'The membranes may have the
sa me complement o f prote in s, but they
lllay be prese nt in different am ou nts ."

TUE..\SUHE ;\IAPS
Try in g to deciph er the coding involved
in handling traffic in the ce ll is an attempt
to understa nd one of th e ce ll 's most funda
men tal processes. Will such work lead

Philip Stah/,far right , heads a research team that il/c1udes eliffortl /larding (seated)
and Tom Wileman. Harding alld Wileman are mappiTlg the rollte followed by two dlf
ferel/t glycoproteill receptors , both of which are reused mallY times.

to cures for disease? Probably - a long
way down the road. Receptor systems are
medically important because pathogens
can use them to get into cells. De fective
receptors playa role in many common
diseases, such as some forms of diabetes.
But does faulty receptor recycling cause
disease? The ans wer to that must await
more basic research into normal receptor
processes. Discovery of defective recep
tor recycling in an animal would be

significant, because understanding the
glitches in a system often leads to an
understanding of how to correct disease
processes.
Eventually, research could allow the
dissection and reconstitution of such
receptor systems, so scientists could learn
how to manipulate them. What keeps re
ceptors and their ligands going in the right
direction? Do diff'erences in the environ
ments encountered by receptors and

ligands keep traffic moving in the right
direction') Or does the cell exert control
by putting the right things in the right
place allhe right time? When the controls
over this most basic mechanism of cell
physiology are understood, the bounty
will undoubtedly spillover into many

fields of biology and medicine.
Karen Freeman is a Sf. Louis freelance
writa
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n a high-tech era, surgery without
computers and other electronic wiz
ardry may seem almost an anach
ronism. Even today, more th an electronic
gadgets and tec hnical skill s are required
- ingenuity and creativity are among the
surgeon's less tangible tools.
Such traits have helped surgeons in
the Department of Otolaryngology at th e
School of Medicine produce innovations
in microvascular recon stru cti ve su rgery
of the head and neck, fashionin g new
body part s ou t of tissue taken from else
where in the patient's body. They co ntinue
the tradition begun by the late Joseph
Ogura, fomler head of otolary ngology,
who pioneered the use of more conserva
tive su rgica l procedures to treat laryn gea l
cancer.
Richard Hayde n, M.D., assi stant
professor of otolaryngology, points out
th at this emphasis o n reconstruction is a

I

Surgeons in the Department of Otolaryn
gology can take skin-covered muscle
the latissimus dorsi - to fashion a new
tongue for patients who lost theirs to can
cer. And a new jawbone can be created
from part ofthe hipbone, the iLiac crest.
Both ofthese restorations are possible
because of advances in microsurgical
technique coupled with creativity from
the surgeons. They find tissue that can
be used to recreate the form andfunction
of body parts lost to trauma or disease.

e
radica l departure from traditi onal care
of patients with head or neck cancer:
"Ea rlier in thi s cen tury. the emphasis was
on removal of the tumor. without much
atten tion paid to restoratio n. In the la st
two decades , this ha s changed. Now, the
emphasis is on less radi ca l removal of
tissue for c ure. a movement pioneered by
people like Ogura.
"The other major thrust has been in re
constructive surgery," co ntinues Hayd en.
on sta ff at Barnes Hospita l. "But micro
vascular su rgery of th e head and neck has
had some peaks and valleys. The enthu
siasm generated in the early '70s waned,
partly because of the limited number of
free flap s available, and partly because
of the time-con suming nature of mi cro
vasc ular surgery and the ex pertise needed
by the surgica l team . The new enthusiasm
for microvascular surgery was probably
generat ed by the development of more
versatil e free flaps. These fl aps carry
larger vessels th at make the tran sfer eas ier
to perform and increase the success rate."
A recent landmark in reconstructive sur
gery occ urred when Hayde n and John M.
Fredrickson, M.D.. fashioned functional
tongues for three patients whose ca ncer
ous tongues had to be removed. Although
other surgeo ns have reconstructed this

organ by a variety of methods, none used
Fredrickson and Hayden 's techniq ue: an
implant of ski n-cove red muscl e, with mi
crosurgical attachment of nerve and blood
vessels in the implanted tissue . Sufficient
nerve growth occurs in the new tongue

"E arlier in this
century," says Richard
Hayden, "the emphasis
was on removal of the
tumor, without much
attention paid to resto
ration. In the last two
decades, th is has
changed. Now, the em
phasis is on less radical
removal of tissue for
cure, a movement pio
neered by people like
Ogura. "
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to ['c,torc function, so that activities like
swa llowing - <lnd ,peaking - <lre now
possihle.
Bobhy R. AH'ord, M.D., head of
otolaryngology at Baylor College of Med
icinc in Houston, points ou t the impor
tance of th e W. U tcam \ success in fash
ioning a functional tongu e for <lmputees:
"For th e tirst time in meLiic<J1 hi story,
these paticnh have the opportunity for
a us cful lifc. They can swallow and
spcak - do all thc things we take for
grantcd ...

They also connected the tongue stump
nerve to the nerve in the implant. One
year after her surgery, Mrs. Fo ster is
back at work , speaking intelligibly and
swallowing well.
In pe rforming such procedures, inge
nuity comes into play when the donor site
for the transplant ed tissue is chosen. In
the case of the artificial tongue , the donor
muscle sec tion has been a long-time
"workhorse" of reconstructive surgeons.
Good results come from selec ting and pre
paring new donor tis sues which can be

Mrs. Pearline Foster (left), pictured here with her supervisor at Bellefontaine Habili
tatioll Center, is back at work after recovering from surgery. Mrs. Foster was the first
patient for whom a new, fllnctional tonglle was created by sllrgeonsfrom the Depart
ment of Otolaryngology.
Mrs. PeJ rline Foster was the first pa
ti ent for whom Fred ri ckson and H<.lyden
fashioned a new tongue, usi ng J pi ece of
large mu sc le (the lat is simus dorsi) taken
from wherc it crosses the side of the
chest. One group of head and neck sur
geons , headed by Gershon J. Spect or,
M. D., professor of otolaryngology, re
moved the cancerous tongue. Hayden and
Fredrickson's team removed and prepared
the donor tis sue, trimming and tailoring
the muscle J nd overlying skin to fa shion
thc new tongue. Then, under the opemt
ing microsco pe, they l<Jboriously joined
blood vessels in the implant to suitJble
match ing vessels in the tongue stump.
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micros urgically reconnected in such a
way JS to stimu late nerve regrowth Jnd
subsequent muscle functi on.
Microsurgery is being used in neuro
surgery, obstetrics and gy neco.logy, ortho
pedi cs, and plasti c and general surgery.
Hayden sees the technique applied to
vJrious aspects of head and neck recon
stru ctive surgery, not just the tongue.
Fac ial reanimation, for those wh ose faces
have been paralyzed by facial nerve palsy
or aft'ec ted by canc er surgery, is one
example of another applicat ion of this
technique. Using an inner thigh muscle
- the gracilis - as donor tissue , or other
muscles from the che st, surgeons ca n re

store movement to a frozen face . 'This is
a burgeoning field and in time, we'll
know the best donor sites," Hayden
speculates.
In addition, microsurgery can be used
to reconstruct the cervical esophagu s
when a patient loses thi s structure to
cancer, which happens when the larynx
and pharynx are removed. "Us ing micro
vascular techniques , we have used skin
flaps from the thigh, or loops of jejunum,
to produce good conduits from mouth to
esophagu s," says Hayden.
The technique has been invaluable in
reconstructing the jaw after its loss in an
accident or after cancer surgery. And it's
in developing thi s technique that creativ
ity comes into play.
In the past, most facial bone recon 
strllction has been done using rib, a tech
nique developed by Fredrickso n in 1973.
(This was the first demonst ration that free
bone could be revascularized to repair
bone defects.) But a rib is too small and
weak to really be an ideal substitute for
the sturdy jawbone. Patient s with the so
called Andy Gump deformity, named for
the chinless cartoon character, needed
something better.
Fredri ckson's team was able to extend
and improve a technique devel oped by
Au stralian physician Ian G. Taylor to
utilize another source of bone - the
crest of the pelvi c girdle. By meticulous
anatomical studies , Fredrickson was able
to elucidate the complete arterial and
venou s blood supply of thi s reg ion to
calculate the maximum area of the bone
that could be harvested and survive when
it was transplanted . This bone has proven
to be a far more effective mandibular
substitute th an rib. So far, the technique
has been used to reconstruct the jawbone
in seve n patients, most of whom had jaw
defects resulting from cancer surgery.
One of the principal advantages of the
larger-s ized hipbone graft is that unlike
tran spl anted rib , it has the strength to
accept the titanium metal pegs which
support dentures.
"If you work as a team," explains Fred
rickson, "you ca n do some very good
things for pati ent s with complex needs.
That's the beauty of an in stitution like this

..

Richard Hayden (left) instructs Cecil Yellng, f ellow ill otolaryngology, ill
microsurgical technique. Wasilillgtoll University Medical Center;s one off e w aca
demic health centers witere tltis technique is faught to head and neck surKeOils.
- there are so many skilled people here.
We recently operated on a woman with
a tumor of the hard palate: ' he recalls.
"The entire roof of her mouth had to be
removed. The prosthodonti st was present
in the operating room and made a special
mold that was fitted once surgery was
complete. Post-operatively, this helps
mold and hold th e soft tissue as it heal s.
It will be used as a model to recreate her
upper dentures. "
Fredri ckson . Lindburg professor and
head of otolaryngology, believes that
these microsurgical capabilities ought to
be within the realm of expertise found in
departments of head and neck surgery at

all teaching institutions. But only a hand
ful, including Washington University
Medical Center, teach these skills to phy
sicians being trained in this specialty.
'~A. department of otolaryngology can
not claim to graduate completely trained
head and neck reconstructive surgeons
unless these sk ill s are taught ," states
Fredri ckson. "You would never say that
all cardiovascular surgeon ~ have to be
able to do heart transp lants. But in some
of our best institutions, this service
should be available . The same can be sa id
for microsurgical reconstructive tech
niques in head and neck surgery. Not
every otolaryngological surgeon will

require this skill. But comple/ely trained
head and neck reconstructive surgeons
of the future will be required to be skilled
in microsurgery. Otherwise, they will not
be able to provide the ultimate in care to
patients who require these treatments. "
"The great advantage of this technique
compared to conventional reconstructive
techniques like flaps or grafts is th at survi
val of the transplanted tissue is greatly
enhanced," says 1. Gail Neely, M. D. ,
head of otorhinolaryngology at the Uni
versity of Oklahoma. "Also, smaller
pieces of tissue are required. Flaps are the
great workhorses of our field, but they
require an implant six to 10 times the size
of the defect and must be in an area close
enough to be swung around and reach the
defect ."
Neely, a consultant to the journal Micro
surge,y, says that a principal disadvantage
of microsurgery - the time required to
complete meticulous procedures - will
lesse n as additional surgical tools are
developed: "The laser, properl y focused,
can weld together tiny blood vessels in
a fraction of the time required for sutures.
Eventually, mi crosurgery will probably
evolve to the point where someday we can
do surgery on individual cells."
That day is far in the future , as is the
time when advances in immunology solve
the problem of tissue rejection, the sur
geon's nemesis. "If som eo ne can solve
the problem of ti ssue rejection , they will
surely win the Nobel Prize," comments
Fredrickson. ''And when it is accom
plished , that will bring about a renais
sance in reco nstructive surgery. Then, one
could take human tissue at the time of
death and replace loss of like tissue for a
patient in need . For example, if a surgeon
could use another human tongue to
replace a tongue . the advantages would
be tremendous. Patients would be much
better off than what we can do now, even
with the strides in microsu rgery that have
been made. That's going to be a terrific
_
advance when it happens ."
(Ed. I1Ole: some of the results of the
bone graft and reconstructive ton gue
surgery are published in ACTA
OTOLA RYNGO LOG ICA . Volume
99, 1985.)
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Match Day 1985
hiS year, as in the past,
the ldc , of Marc h
marked Match
Day - the event at
which fourth -year students
find out wherc they'll
begin thcir residencies.
Tradition persisted in the
pattern of choices. Medicine
topped thc li st, with nearly
half the 130 stuuents opting
for Internal medicine.
Fifteen students chose
pcdiatrics, and 12 decided on
suri!cry. Tra nsitional residen
cics (formerly called Aexible
residencies) attracted 12
students . Seven picked radiol 
ogy. Pathology was chosen by
six student s, live pi cked psy
ch iatry, and ['our chose fami Iy
practice. Obstetrics/gy necol
ogy attracted four, and two
chose anesthesiolog . Oto
laryngo.logy, orthopedics and
urology ea h attracted one.
T his year, many more
students than usual will be
staying in the idwcst , al
though fewer wiJl remain in
SI. Louis than in years past.
Washington University Medi
cal Ce nter hospital s attracted
34 students. O ne-third of the
students will remain in
issollri and nea rly half will
be staying in the Midwest.
" Married graduates are
more likely to stay in this
area, for two reasons." says
John Herweg , M. D. , associate
dean. "Their spou ses are usu
ally working and don't want
to leave their jobs. And the y
know that they can get a bet
ter value for their housing dol
lar here than on either coast."
In 1985, only II graduates
of the School of Medicine
will be moving to California;
in 1980, nearly twice that
number headed west. A simi
lar decline in numbers held
for points south: Houston

T
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Mercedilas Villanueva matclted to a residency in medicine at
Michael Reese Hospital in Chicago,
beckoned only two students
thi s year, compared with II in
1980 But the Big Apple is a
powerful attraction, possibly
because so many fourth-year
students are from ew York.
Twelve will be heading for
that city in July.
The geo grap hi ca l pat tern to
this year's match ing was one
of few unusua l features char
acterizing the class of 1985.
Their choice of specialty con
formed to traditional patterns
establi shed and molded over
the yea rs. And thi s is a big

surprise because many had
predicted that the exponential
rise in indebtedness of medi
cal students would inAuence
their choice of specialties.
Contrary to prediction,
higher-paying specialities like
surgery have not lured gradu
ating students in great num
bers, at least not immediately
upon graduation from medi
cal school. This is the conclu
sion reached from an analysi s
of trends in specialty choices
over the past 20 years at
Washington University

School of Medicine .
The percentage of fourth
year students entering surgery
has held steady between 10 to
15 percent, with a slight de
cline evident. But some stu
dents who enter medicine
now, says Herweg , may not
stay there: "Many will take
one year of medicine, then go
into some other specialty."
Not as many swdents 
usually between five to 10
percent - choose family
practice, but the number has
held steady over the past de
cade despite predictions to the
contrary. Part of the reason
for thi s, says Elmer Brown,
M.D., associate dean for
postgraduate medical educa
tion, is that "no one here acts
as an advocate for family
practice. And that needs to
happen before any specialty
becomes a popular choice."
The most precipitous
decline has been in the num
ber of students choosing
transitional residencies: From
a peak of 33 percent of the
class of 1967 choosing rotat
ing internships, fewer than 10
percent of any class within
the last decade has opted for a
transitional residency. Brown
speculates that this is due to a
transitional residency's image
now as something "for stu
dents who can't make up their
minds. And the decline in
transitional residencies," he
continues, "probably reflects
the elimination of high
quality rotating internships
beginning in 1975."
Surpri singly, this drop in
transitional residencies has
not been mirrored by a rise
in any specialty choice. The
number of students choosing
medicine has hovered around
40 perctnt, with a slight in
crease in numbers evident

over the past two decades.
Thu s, predictions that high
paying special ities would be
chosen over the less lucrative
have not held true , at least at
Washington Universi ty. "Our
patterns pretty weI I conform
to what is seen nationwide,"
says Brown. "For example ,
few of o ur students go into
psychiatry, but then , that's the
national pattern . "
However, speculation that
student indebted ness would
continue to rise has proven
true, to the chagrin of many.
According to John Walte rs,
assistant dean, 33 fourth
year students are more than
$30,000 in debt, and one
owes more tha n $50,000. But
whether these students finally
end up in lucrative spec ialties
as a result of their indebt ed
ness is anyone's guess. "Thi s
is potenti ally masked by the
numbers of students entering
preliminary medicine or tran
sitional residenc ies," says
Brown . "Some who choose
medicine internships may
eventually end up in a field
like ophthalmology, which
surveys show to be near the
top in income po tential. "
" I see the beg inning of a
trend this year in the large
numbers of third-year stu
dents expressing intere st in
ophtha lmo logy or radiology,"
discl oses Herweg. "But in the
future , th ese may not remain
such high-income spec ialties
because of the g rowing num
bers of salaried phy sici ans
workin g for corporations. So
even if a student enters a
high-payin g specialty now,
the growth of corporate medi
cine may mean that in the
future, those specialties may
not guarantee a hi g h in come."

;\ rizona

COlli wl'/ ielll

Thcson
Uni ve rsity of Arizona
Affiliated Program
Sheldon Litwin , Intern al
Med icine
Christine Meln yk,
Path ology
Cfllifomia

New Haven
Yale-New Ha ven Medical
Center
John Colberg. Preliminary
Surgery
C('org,ia
Atlanta
Emory University School
of Medi c in e
"'Eli sabeth Demoncha ux ,
Pediatri CS
I/Iinoi.'i

Lorna Linda
Loma Linda Universit y
Medi cal Center
Kenne th Hale. Preliminary
Medicine
Los Angeles
Martin Luthe r King Hospital
Bl anc he Watso n, Internal
Medicine
UCLA Medica l Ce nter
Steven Scates, Internal
Medic ine
Sacramento
University of California,
Davi s Affiliated Hos pitals
Robert Ja rka ,
Anesthesiology
Todd Swanson, Orthopedic
Surgery
San Francisco
Un iversity of Califo rni a
Hospi tals
Howard Rowley, Internal
Medi cine
Santa Rosa
Community Hospi tal,
Sonoma County
Aurelia Nattiv, Famil y
Pract ice
Sepulveda
Veterans Administration
Hospital
Joshua Rokaw, Internal
Medicine
Stanford
Stanford University
Hospital
Gregory Ruri k, Pediatrics
Travis Air Force Base
David Grant Medica l Center
Karen Mathews, Fam ily
Practice
Torrance
Harbo r-UCLA Medical Center
Frances Sun, Famil y
Prac tice

Berwyn
Mac Nea l Memorial Hos pital
Elizabeth Hin gsberge n,
Transi tional
Chicago
McGaw Medical Center
Jona th an Hershey,
Trans itional

Oak P..lrk
West Suburban Hospital
Susan Loc ke, Famil y
Practi ce
Larry Sche rtz, Transit ional
Scott Air Force Base
Scott AFB Medical Ce nt er
Robert Sivier, Flexible

lmm
Iowa City
Uni versity of Iowa Hospital s
Thomas Scholz, Ped iatrics
Thuy-Lieu Vo, Patho logy
Patricia Winok ur, Internal
Medicine
/.01/ ;!'';I/ iii I

------------------

New Orleans
LSU Affili ated Hosp ital s
Bob Huppenbaue r,
Transitional

Dave Milstone (foreground) looks for his match.
Michael Reese Hosp ital
Merced itas Villanueva ,
Internal Medicine
Presby teri an-St. Luke's
Hospital
Corbin Joh nson, Internal
Medi c ine
Judith Roth , Interna l
Medic ine
University of Chicago Clinics
Neil Wangstrom,
Preliminary Surgery
Ella Won g, Diagnostic
Radiol ogy
University of Illinois
Affiliated Hospitals
Howard Yer ma n,
Preliminary Surgery

M,'1rylall(i
Baltimore
John s Hopkin s Hospital
Steven Machlin, Psych iatry
University of Maryland
Hospital
Vera Bennett , Pediatrics
Sharon Gaines, Pediatrics
Bethesda
Bethesda Nava l Med ical
Center
Pete rWei ss , Internal
Medic ine
!H II.'i!wdlUse( Is

Boston
Brigham & Women's Hospital
Daniel Goldberg , Internal
Medicine
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SI. John 's Mercy Med ica l
Center
All en Baudendi stel,
Tran sitional
LeAnn Lars on , Tran siti onal
SI. Loui s Univers ity Hospital s
Donn Kl einsc hmidt.
Psychiatry
Da vid Pohl, Diagnostic
Rad iology
Dean Ste ele, Internal
Medicin e
St. Luke's Hospital
Donald Helfer. Pre liminary
Med ici ne
David Ho pso n, Internal
Medicin e
Nan cy Canter We iner,
Prelimin ary Medicin e
"Vf'n' llil1l1p"hir('

Dave Milston e , Patho logy
Anthon y Pea rlst one,
Obstetri cs and Gyneco logy
Children's Hos pital
E llis Ne ufeld , Pedi atrics
Mas sac hus etb General
Hospital
Deni se Fau stm<ln , Internal
Med icine
Framingham
Framingham Union Hospit al
Mark Co lombo ,
Tra nsiti onal
Worcester
Worces ter City Hospital
Mi chael Shapiro, Interna l
Medi c ine

HiI·hiC· 1I1
Ann Arbor

Univ ersity of Michigan
Aftiliated Hospita ls
Yvonne Manber, Obstetri cs
and Gy neco logy
Detroit
Wayne State University
Aftil iated Hospiwls
Mitchell Klein . Diagnostic
Rad iology
Kalamazoo
S.W. Mi chig an Area Health
Educatio n Program
Gregory Randl e.
Transitional
.\Ii 1/1 /('.' ;0/ iI
Minneapolis

Hennepin Co unt y Medi ca l
Ce nter
Hea th er Muchm ore,
Intern al Medicine
Dav id Whitin g, Tran siti onal
Univ ersity of Minnesota
Hos pit als
Richard Vehe . Pediatri cs
,Hi.-,.;o",.i
Kansas City

University of Missouri,
Kan sas Cit y
Page Smith . Internal
Medi cine
St. Louis
(Washin gtot1 Un iversity
Medical Center )
Barnes Hospital
Joseph Awad . Internal
Med icine
Steve n Cohn , Internal
Med icine
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Hanover

Dartmouth-Hitch coc k Medical
Center
Doug las Noord sy,
Psychia try
\hl ' .I('!,.;;I'X

Ma,.isa Klein and Darren Citelman are husband-wifefou,.th
yea,. students who want their matches to match.
Sh aron Cople n, Internal
Medicin e
Bill Daily, Gene ra l Surge ry
Barbara Garner. Di ag nosti c
Radio logy
Karen Hal verso n, Pathol ogy
Clifford Harding . Patholog y
Christopher Heffner,
Ge neral Surgery
Michael Jarvis , Psychiatry
Ste ve n Lentz, Internal
Medicine
Edward McCluskey,
Internal Medi cine
Robert Mitt!. Inte rnal
Med icine
Thoma s Nowotny,
Psyc hiatry
Sherri e Perkin s, Patho log y
Ste ve n Smart , Internal
Medicin e
Ri chard Ste rn,
Anesthesiology
GarryTobin , Intern al
Medi c ine
Dennis Will erford , Internal
Medicin e
Thomas Wol ford, Intern a l
Medicine

Children 's Hospital
Ann e Hutchis on, Pedi atrics
John Steven s, Pedi atrics
Jewi sh Hospital
Michae l Azrin, Internal
Medi c in e
Lucille Be lnick, .Interna l
Medicine
Jeffrey Co hen . Internal
Medici ne
Amr EI-Badry. Preli minary
Surgery
Mary Floetel', Interna l
Med ic ine
Ne vi lle Ford , Inte rnal
Medicin e
l"ewi s Hal verson ,
Rad iol ogy
Karl King , Internal
Medic ine
Dianne Le vi sohn, Interna l
Medic in e
Scott Mi.rowit z, Radi ology
Crai g Sande, Internal
i'vlecli c ine
Willi am Thompso n, Intern al
Medici ne
Mega n Wren, Interna l
Medicin e

Morristown

Morri stown Memorial
Hospi tal
Ga ry Collin, General
Surgery
'\iI'II '

liJ,.1.:

Jamaica

Ca tholi c Medical Center
Lynette Ste wart ,
Obstetrics and Gynecol ogy
New York
Monte tiore Hos pital Ce nt er
Jord an Zuckerman , Interna l
Medicin e
Mou nt Sinai Hospital
Robert Darnell, Intern al
Medicine
Andrew Hirnelstein ,
Internal Medi c ine
New Yor k Hospital
Geo rge Men sa h, Internal
Medic in e
Al an Tenagli a, Interna l
Medicine
Pres byterian Hos pital
Darren GitelJllan , Internal
Med ic ine
Mari sa Klein , Pediatrics
Al an Krit z, Internal
Medic ine
Grace Tan nin, Pediatrics

Roosevelt Hos pital Divi sion
Gregory Organ , Preliminary
Medicine
St ate Universit y. King s
County
Grego ry Evans, Intern al
Medi c ine
Syracuse
SUNY, Upstate Medical
Center
Victor Len zi. Ge neral
Surge ry
'!Jor( h Clll'O/i /III

T

Durham
Duke University Medi ca l
Center
Con orO'Neill, Internal
Medi c ine

Nor(h /J"ku(a

•.c,

Grand Forks
University of North Dakota
Affili ated Hos pital s
Sheryl Spit ze r, Tran sition al

Sari Levine, Urology
Regin a Resta , Internal
Medicine
Penn sylvania Hos pital
Th omas Chang. Preliminary
Medi cine
Thomas Jefferson Universit y
Alexander Auchus,
Prelimin ary Medicine
Pittsburgh
Allegheny Genera l Hos pital
Scott Celin . Preli min ary
Surge ry
'Ii>,\il.~

Houston
Bay lor College of Medic ine
Denni e Jones, Internal
Medicine
Universit y ofTexas Medical
Sc hool
He rlufLund, Genera l
Surge ry

Uti/h

Hi'sf \ ,,.![ill;iI

Salt Lake City
Uni versit y of Utah Affi Iiated
Hospit als
Dori an Jankowski ,
Ped iatrics
MaryJ ane Pe nnington,
Pediatrics

Morgantown
West Virginia University
Medical Center
Patri ck Griffith, General
Surge ry

HilSilillg(OIl. IJ. C.
Georgetown Universit y
Hospital
Jeffrey Sedlack , Genera l
Surgery
Geo rge Washington University
Hospi ta l
Ri chard Rosenthal. Inte rn al
Medicine
Waller Reed Mcdi col Center
Sheila Jon es, Trans itional

\\ '.~('OII.~ill

Madison
University Hos pllab
Regina Kre isle , Internal
Medi cine

•

I/o/r: : As this issue lVe nt
to press , we were notified
of the death 01 Eli sabeth
Demonchaux . We extend OUI'
sympathy to hcr fa mily and
CI·iends.

~ Ed.

Ohio
Cincinnati
Cinc innati General Hospital
Eli se Chang , Internal
Medicine
Uni versity of Cincinn ati
Les lie Sze les,
Otol aryngo logy
Cleveland
Case Western Rese rve
University Affiliated Hospitals
Jill Huppert , Obstetri cs and
Gyn ecology
Bri an Vo lck. Ped iatri cs
Cleveland Clinic Hospital
Jose ph Armi stead ,
Diagnostic Radiology
Columbus
Mount Carmel Medi ca l Center
Eri c Bersagel. Intern al
Medicine
Dayton
Wri ght State Universit y
Adriann e Strickland ,
Internal Medi c ine
P(,IIf1s11wlli"
Philadelphia
Children's Hospital
Mark Magnusson.
Pedi atri cs
Hospital of th e Universit y of
Pennsylvani a
Kenneth Go ldblum. Internal
Medicine

Dall Goldberg (left) alld Ellis Neufeld look over Match Day results with afrielld,
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he autopsy - a traditional mainstay
of medical education - is being
eroded by several forces. Some say
it is in danger of becoming extinct.
The autopsy rate has fallen substan
tially in the past 20 years at Washington
University Medical Center. Tn 1966-8,
autopsies were performed in 68 percent of
deaths; in 1984, postmortem exams were
conducted in only 33 percent. Our statis
tics reflect the natio na l trend. But the wis
dom of avoiding auto psies was challenged
dramatically by recent studies.
In one of these, Zarling et at (lAMA
250: 1171-81 , 1983) documented that at
the Baptist and University of Tennessee
hospitals in Memphis, only 53 percent of
autopsy-proved myocardial infarction had
been correctly diagnosed. And another
hallmark autopsy survey from the Har
vard hospitals showed similar results.
This study hi ghlighted common medical
entities most usually overlooked or mis
diagnosed - pulmonary emboli , certain
cancers, fatal septicemias, and myocar
dial infarction (Goldman et ai, NE1M,
308: 1000-5,1983). Evidence indicated
that despite the advent of computed
tomography (CT or CAT scan s) , clinical
diagnoses and autopsy resu lts showed
a steady rate of discrepancy - about 22
percent - during three decades ('60s,
'70s , and '80s). Goldman's team con
cl.uded that patient survival may have
been adversely affected in about half
those cases.
Thus, roughly IO percent of these dis
crepancies could reflect an inherent error
rate of clinical diagnoses that could not be
lowered by any means. Or, as I believe,
the di sc repancy rate would be even
greater if more autopsies were performed.
An ongoing, real inc rease in the accuracy
of many aspects of medical diagnosis may
have kept the discrepancy rate artificially
low. Data supporting these conclusions
have emerged from an ongoing study
at 32 medical centers, sponsored by the
College of American Pathologists.
These figure s defy the emerging
mythology that the advent of powerful
diagnostic laboratory technology has per
fected clinical diagnosi s. The existing
error rate should not be accepted as im
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mutable and there fore unworthy of seri
ous concern, but instead should be vigor
ously assailed. Zero discrepancy should
be the target, yet it is difficult to convince
pathologists and clinicians of thi s. The
death of a patient - and attendant au
topsy - represents a certain degree of
failure and an admission of our limited ,
albeit very powerful , diagnostic and
therapeutic capacities.
Currently, when a utopsies are per
formed, the results usually consist of 10
to IS hematoxylin- and eosin-stained his
tologic slides, a few photographs , and a
report. Thus, not only are too few autop
sies performed, but the information
gleaned from postmorten exams is
woefully lacking in substance.

DanieL W. McKeel
We pathologi sts must acknowledge our
role as both the cause of, and the solution
to , the problem of declining postmortem
exams.However, we can help medicine's
phoenix. re-emerge from its ashes with
resurrected youthful vigor, having been
consumed by its own hand as was the
ancient bird of Egypt.
First, we must recognize the value
of autopsies in refining and perfecting
clinical diagnosi s. We can reinforce the
autopsy's importance in our communica
tions with clinical colleagues by acting as
trusted and expert consultants with valued
insights into the anatomic expressions and
bas ic mechani sms of di sease .
The revolution in digital electronics

allows us to use computer technology to
instantly transmit autopsy image s - with
voice and digital data - anyplace in the
world. Routine procedures for procurin g
data should include electron mic roscopy;
immunology and biochemistry ought
to be within the scope of our inquiries.
The addition of these untapped resources
would supply information that could
improve teaching conferences, and the
improved communication derived from
use of electronics would enhance diag
nostic accuracy and patient care.
Obviously, my suggestions would sig
nificantly escalate autopsy costs, which
are already substantial: At Washington
University Medical Center, the overall
cost per case is nearly $2000. Currently,
families are not assessed for an autopsy,
and the economic burden falls directly on
us. Thus, we mu st aggressively see k cre
ative means for funding state-of-the-art
autopsies. Since postmortem examina
tions directly verify accuracy of clinical
diagnoses - thus providing an objective
means of monitoring quality and control
ling costs of medical care - they provide
a potential for esta blishing a salutary cost
benefit ratio. Accordingly, third-party
payers should be recruited to share in
these costs.
The rightfully honored status of the au
topsy in first-rate medical education and
patient care dese rves to be reinstated. The
challenge? How best to promote commu
nication between colleagues, disseminate
autopsy information, and obtain critically
needed funding to advance the diagnostic
armamentarium of the modern autopsy
pathologist. When this occurs, then
medicine's dodo will indeed have been
transformed into a phoenix.

•

- Daniel W McKeel, M.D.
- Associate professor ofpathology
This is the opinion of the author, not
necessarily shared by Washington Univer
sity, Washington University School of
M edicine, Washington University Medical
Center, or the policy of any of these enti
ties . Outlook welcomes replies to this
editorial and invites contributions from
its readers on other subjects.
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ichel M Ter
Pogossian, Ph. D.,
director of the Divi
sion of Radiation Sciences at
Mallinckrodt Institute of
Radiology and professor
of radiation sciences in
radiology and biophysics
in physiology, has received
the distinguished Hermann L.
Blumgart Pioneer Lecture
Award.
This award was created
by the New England Chapter
of the Society of Nuclear
Medicine in honor of the late
Dr. Blumgart, widely known
as the "father of clinical nu
clear medicine." Since 1978,
it has been presented annually
to outstanding innovators
in the field of medical
instrumentation.
A physicist and nuclear
scientist, Ter- Pogossian is
recognized for his key role in
the introduction and lise of
radioisotopes for biomedical
research and also in the de
velopment of PET (positron
emission tomography) scan
ners, which plot the path of
these radioactive substances
in living tissue. His contribu
tions have enabled the study
of biochemical processes oc
curring in the body, including
the metabolism, circulation
and permeability of the brain.
In 1951, Ter-Pogossian was
a partner in the construction
of one of the first scanning
devices capable of detecting
concentrations of radioactive
material in living matter.
Since then, his research has
progressively advanced the
practice of nuclear medicine.
He was one of the nrst to
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lise rad ioisotopes to detect
brain tumors, and was the
nrst in the world to report
the biomedical application of
the sodium iodide detector for
the diagnosis of these tumors.
An early promoter of station
ary imaging devices, Ter
Pogossian was pivotal in the
development of gamma
devices.
As a result of successful
preliminary studies conducted
by Ter-Pogossian using radio
active oxygen, Wu. Medical
Center was the first medical
facility in the United States to
install a biomed ical cyclo
tron. The cyclotron produces
the short-lived radioisotopes

Michel M. Ter-Pogossian
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which identify, or label,
molecules in the body for
observation. In 1978, wu.
became the first medical
center to utilize two bio
medical cyclotrons.
Ter-Pogossian received his
doctorate in physics from
W U. A member of the staff
at Mallinckrodt Institute since
1950, he has published nearly
200 papers and over 50 book
chapters regarding his work.
In 1976, Ter-Pogossian was
honored with the Paul C
Aebersold Award, the highest
recognition for science be
stowed by the Society of
Nuclear Medicine.
-
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r. and Mrs. Norman
K. Probstein have
honored two physi
cians by creating an oncology
lectu,:,ship at the School of
Medicine.
The Probstein Oncology
Lectureship was established
in appreciation of profes
sional s er vi ce~ provided by
William Fair, M.D., former
head of the urology division
of the Department of Surgery,
and Carlos Perez, M. D., pro
t'essor ot' radiology and head
of radiation oncology at the
medical center's Ma llinckrodt
Institute of Radiology.
"We are tru Iy honored that
Mr. an d Mrs. Probstein have
chosen to praise the work of
Drs. Fair and Perez by estab
lishing this lectureship," said
William H. Danforth, M.D.,
chancellor of Wash ington Uni
versity. " By sharing valuable
medical information, pro
grams like this one help phy
sicians and other health care
professionals, and are of im
measurable benent to patients
and their families."
Fair is now a physician
at Memorial Sloan-Kettering
Hospital in New York City.
Perez is on staff at Barnes,
C hildren's and Jewish
hospitals.
In creating the lectureship,
the Probsteins also expressed
appreciation to the staff of
Barnes Hospital and ofWash
in gton University Medical
Center.
The annllallectures,
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to begin this ,ummer, will
disseminat e state-of-the-art
information on concepts in
cancer pre venti on, diagnosis
and treatment, with an
emphasis on genitourinary
diseases . Outstanding in
vestigators will be se lec ted
as speaker's for the lectures,
which will be offered to mem
bers of th e medi cal commu
nity of S1. Lo uis and the bi 
state area . T he lecture series
is organized by Perez.
-
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auill Klahr, M.D. , direc
tor of th e renal divi sion
at the Sch ool of Medi 
cine, has been named pres i
dent-elect of th e Ameri can
Society of Nephrology.
Klahr is profe ssor of medi
cine at Washin gton University
and a physician at Barnes
and Jewish hospitals.
He will serve as pres id ent
of the Ameri can Society of
Nephrology in 1986 . The
4,000-member organization
was form ed in 1967 for physi
ciam, and basic sc ientists
who co nduct kidney-related
research .
Klahr's research ex pertise
includes urinary tract obstruc
tion, renal metabol ism and
physiology, chronic ren al di s
ease, and parathyroid hor
mone metabolism.
Hej oined the fac ulty at
Wa shrngton Univ ersity in
1963 as an instructor in medi
c ine and became profes sor of
medi c ine and direc tor of the
renal divi sio n in 1972.

S
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Klahr received the doctor
of medi c in e degre e in 1959
from the Universidad Na
cional de Colombia School 01'
Medicine in Bogot a , Colom
bia, He interned at Hospital
San Juan de Bogota , Colom
bia , and served a residency in
medicin e with 'niversity
Hospital of th e Unive rsid ad
del Valle School of Medicine
rn Cali, Colombia.
He hold s appointments
with seve ral government
agenci es and voluntary or
ganizations, among them the
Ameri ca n Heart Associati on
and the National Kidney
Foundation. He has served on
a number of committees for
th e National Institutes of
Health, and currently chairs a
planning co mmittee for a clin
ical study on how diet mod
ifi es th e cours e of progres sive
renal disease.
He is a fellow of the
Ameri can College of Physi-

Saulo Klahr
cians, a member of many
other profess ional societies,
and on the editorial boards of
numeroLisjournal s, inc luding
Kidney Imal1lltim-ro/. Renol
Physi(Jl(Jg)~ Americoll Jo{(rnol
uj"Nephrolugy, Cliniml Upd(lte
in Nephrology and Clinical

JUlirnulojH)pl!rtensioll . He
also has edited si x tex tbook s
on general nephrology, one of
which ha s bee n tran slated into
Russian . Klahr serves fre
quently as a visiting professor
and lecturer for un ivel's itie s
and orga ni zati ons throughout
the country.
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Idcrly volunteers suf
fering from memory
loss are needed for re
search that may help scien
tists learn more about normal
aging as we ll as the e ffe cts of
Alzhe imer's disease on the
brain.
The on-going study is
being co nducted by the Mem
ory and Aging Project at the
Sch oo l of Medi c ine. Re
searchers have been inves
tiga ting Alzheimer's disease,
milder forms of memory im
pairment , and healthy aging .
The study is directed by
Leonard Berg , M.D , profes
sor of clinical neurology at
the School of Medicine and
staff phy sician at Barnes ,
Children's and Jewish
hospitals.
Acc ording to Berg, five to
10 perce nt of the U.S. popula
tion is affected by Al zhe i
mer 's disease , the mo st
common ca use of seve re intel
lec tual impairment and in
stitutionali zation among the
elderly.
Currently, th e Memory and
Ag ing Project is recruiting
volunteers aged 65- 84 wh o

E

have intell ectual impairment
but are in good general
health . Studies includ e a clini 
cal examination by a phy si
cian -spec iali st, psyc hometric
test s 0[: memory and other
thinking fun ctions, brain
wave tests and a special CT
sca n of th e head. Also, re
searchers wi ll assess partici
pants ' abilities in daiJy li ving
activitie s, as well as stre ss
levels of family members .
Some participants will be se
lected for positron e mi ss ion
tomography (PET) scanning
of the brain. All of the studies
will be done at no charge.
Elderly volunteers, the ir
relatives or phy sicians may
call the Memory and Aging
Proj ect office (telephone
314-362-2683) for more
informati on.

-
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hilanthropist Tobias
Lewin has established
an endowed profe ssor
ship to further heart research
at Was hington University
School of Medicine, The
first Lewin profes sor will
be internationall y renowned
cardiologist Burton E. Sobel,

P

MD.
Creation of the Tobias and
Horten se Lewin Distin
guished Profes sorship in Car
di ovasc ular Di sease was an
noun ced March 19 during a
dinner at the St. Loui s Club.
In the last decade Lewin and
his late wife, Hortense Cohen
Lewin, have provided major
funding to nurture the arts
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David Kipnis (le/t), Tobias Lewin, and Burton Sobel
and huma nit ies in th e St.
L oui s area. T he L ew ins are
both alumn i of Was hin gton
U ni ve rsi ty. Th is is th eir first
endow ment i n th e fi eld of
medi cine.
T he L ew in professorship at
th e Schoo l of M ed icin e was
made as a part of th e
ALLI A NCE FOR W AS H
INGTON U NIVERS IT Y,

a $300 mil.l io n fund-raising
ca mpa Ign.
In an nounc in g th e gift ,
Was hi ngton U ni versity Chan
ce ll or Willi am H . Dan forth ,
M .D., remark ed , ' Through
the years, Toby L ew in and the
late Hort ense L ew in have be
come recogn ized in St. L oui s
as benefac tor s o f the art s.
B eca use of th eir generosity,
Was hin gton University ha s
been abl e to offer program s
th at enri ch th e lives of its stu 
dent s and th e public. It is
qui te fittin g th at the Le w in s
now lend th eir support to the
medi cal art s, helping ensure
progress in research on ca r
d iovasc ul ar di sease."
Burt on Sobel, pro fessor of
medic in e and director of th e

cardiov ascu lar di v ision at the
School of M ed icin e, is w ell
know n fo r h is resea rch on
th ro mboly tic therapy, a new
trea tm ent th at coul d save
th ousa nd s of li ves eac h yea r.
In 1984, he pu bli shed results
of a pil ot study usin g an ex
per imen tal chem ica l ca ll ed
t-PA, ti ss ue plas min ogen
acti va tor. (See in sid e-front
cover.) Subseq uently, com
parabl e resu lt s were obtained
in additi onal studi es of more
th an 200 pati ent s in collabora
ti ve tria l s invo lving IS medi
ca l ce nters.
At th e medica l sc hoo l ,
So bel is direc tor o f a Special
ized Center o f Research
(SCOR ) th at is in vesti gating
the heart's res ponse to is
chemic inj ury and trying to
identi fy new therapeutic ap
proac hes for heart disease.
Th e resea rch involves 40 sci
en tis ts from 12 department s,
and has recei ve d $9.2 milli on
in re newed fu ndin g for th e
nex t fi ve yea rs from the Na 
ti onal Hea rt , Lun g and Bl ood
In stitute.
A fac ulty member at Wash

in gton Uni ve rsi ty since 1973,
Sobel is chief o f ca rdio logy at
Barnes Hospital. He received
th e docto r o f medi cine deg ree
magna cum laude fro m Har
vard M edi ca l Sc hoo l , held
an intern sh ip and res id encies
in medicin e at Peter Bent
Brigham Hospital , and
trained as an assi stant in med
icine at Harvard M ed ica l
School.
Sobel is a membe r of many
pro fessio nal socie ties, re
search adv iso ry co mm it tees
and editori al boa rds. C ur
rentl y editor of th e j oumal
Circulalion , he has lectured
nati onall y and in tern ati onall y,
and has w ritten more th an 300
arti cles on his resea rch.
He is rec ipient of th e 1971
Nation al Heart an d Lung I n
stitute's Ca ree r D eve lopment
Aw ard, the 198 1 Heart Re
search Fou ndati on'S Interna
ti onal Award, and th e 1984
Am erica n Hea rt Assoc iati on's
Di stin gui shed Ac hi evement
Awa rd .

Srahl 11("adl-i
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[)ppa .. rIllt'nt
hili p D. Stahl , Ph .D.,
has been named Ed wa rd
M allinckrodt Jr.
Professor and Head o f the
Depart me nt of Cel l Biology
and Phy siology at the School
of M ed icin e. His appointment
was announ ced byWilliam H.
Danfo rth , M.D., chancellor of
Was hin gton University. Stahl
has been on th e facu Ity o f th e
Sc hoo l of M edi cine for
almost IS yea rs, mos t
recently as pro fessor o f

P

ph ysiology and biophysics.
Stahl 's resea rch has ce n
tered on the mec hanisms of
pro tein tran sport and degrada
ti on in macrophages. ce ll s
whi ch help elimin ate worn 
out components in th e body.
repair inj ured ti ssue and aid
in defense aga in st in fec tious
agents. Protein diges ti on
in cells involves digestive
bodies call ed Iy soso mes . [n
1978 . St ahl and hi s col
leagues discovered a new
receptor on mac ro phages
w hi ch binds suga r-coa ted
pro teins (g lycopro tein s) as
well as ce rtain m icroorga n
isms and transCe rs them into
the ce ll s to Iysosomcs w here
they are diges ted. Th ese
studi es have bee n inAuential
in our und erstandin g of the
mechani sm by whi ch ce l[s
re cogni ze and transport
protein s.
Stahl received hi s doctorate
in ph armaco logy from West
Virgini a Uni ve rsit y in 1967.
He has bee n on the fac ult y o f
Was hin gton Uni versit y since
197 1. w hen he was hired as an
ass istant professor. an d has
been professo r of phy siology
and bioph ys ics sin ce 1982.
[n 1980 , Stahl was a Senior
Intem ati onal Fogarty Fellow
of th eS ir Willi am Dunn
Schoo l of Path ology at
O xford Uni versi ty. During
thi s peri od he and hi s co l
leagues at Oxford developed
th e first mac rophage hy bri
doma, w hi ch all owed fo r the
prod uct ion of th ese cell s and
th ei r prod ucts in la rge quan
tit y. Hi s trainin g also includ es
postdoc toral fellowships with
th e Arthriti s Foundation in th e
molec ul ar bi ology depart
me nt at Vand erbilt University.
and wi th th e Space Scien ces
Resea rch Center and pha r
maco logy department at th e
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University of Missouri.
His research on the
macrop hage hybridoma is
support ed by the Mon sa nto
Cmporation. He also holds
grants from the Muscular
Dy strophy Assoc iation of
America , fnc ., the National
Institute of Allergy and
fnfectious Di sease . and the
National Cancer ln stitute . He
is a member of the Patho
biochemi stry Study Section
of the ational In stitutes
of Health , and co-chairman
of th e Gordon Conference
on Glycoprote ins .
He is Iiaison advisor to
the Americ an Phy siologica l
Soc iety and the Americ an
Society fm Cell Biology
sym po sia committees . and a
member of the publications
committee of the Reticul o
endotheli al Society. He also
belongs to Sigma Xi, the
Bi oc hemical oc iety, Ameri
can Society for Biological
Chemistry and the American
Physiological Soci ety
Stahl is author of more than
60 journal articles and over
30 abstracts describ in g his
research.
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he Department of
O tolaryngology is
beginning a program
to monitor patients who are
taking medica tions that may
damage their hearing. The
division of audiology is

T
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Margaret jeulich, supervisor 0/ audiological services for the
Department o/Otolaryngology, tests the hearing o/apalienl
participatillg in a research project directed by Margo Skinller.
Patiellts takillg certaill allti-callcer drugs or alltibiotics are
subject to drug-induced hearillg loss, alld this research is
aimed at prevelltillg or mOllitoring ototoxicity.
sponsori ng the program to
preve nt or reduce drug
induced hearing loss, and in
cases of irrev ersible hearing
loss. to provide immediate
therapy and counseling. The
program is approved by the
school's Medical Advisory
and Pharmacy and Therapeu
tic Drug Committees.
" Patients who are at high
est risk of drug-i nduced
hea ring loss ,1re those taking
certa in antibiotics or one
of tlie an ticancer drugs ,"
said Ma rgo Skinner, Ph.D,
a ~ s i ~t ant profes sor of
otol arYligology and director
of audiolog ic al serv ices at
the Sehoul of I\h;dicine.
For cx ampk. ~h c said.
thL: antibiot ic~ gentaJllycin
and tobramyei n - uw.d for
a broad range of hactcrial
infections. and critical fOI'
treating some life-threatening
infection s - are ototox ic ,
mcaning they can ca use
severe and sometimes irre
versible hearing damage.

Another ototox ic medication
is cis-platinum , which in
the la st five years has been
increasingly prescribed for
chemotherapy patients ,
she noted.
According to Skinner,
patients who use th ese drugs
are particularly at risk when
they have decreased renal
function, and when they take
them in increased daily doses
or for more than 14 days.
They also are at ri sk when
their blood tes ts show high
peak and trough levels of
the drugs. and when they
combine or take the drugs
co nsec utively with other
ototoxic drugs, such as loop
diuret ic s and medication s
toxic to the kidney. Other
patients at special risk
include those who already
have hearing loss, severe
visual impairment , advanced
age or diabetes, as well as
those who repo rt tinnitus.
hearing loss or di zz iness.
Skinner recommcnded that

physician s schedule hearin g
evaluations for patients
whose conditions place them
at greater risk of drug
induced hearing loss. Idea lly,
she said, patients should be
evaluated before the start of
treatment, or within 72 hours
after medication begins, and
then at regular intervals.
Hearing evaluati o ns will be
given in the audiology clinic.
loc ated at 805 Mc Millan
Hospital at Washington
University Medical Center,
or at the patient's bedside
if necess ary. To schedule
evaluations, physicians may
call314-362-7489.
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wo young neuroscien
tists at W U. School of
Medicine have received
prestigiou s foundation fel
lowships to support their
research.
Paul Taghert, Ph.D., assis
tant professor of anatomy
and neurob iology, has been
named a Sloan Re search
Fellow by the Alfred P Sloan
Foundation; and Lawrence
Salkoff, PhD.. assistant pro
fessor of neurobiology, has
been named a Klingenste in
Fellow in the Neurosc ienc es
by the Esther A . and Joseph
Klingenste in Fund, fnc.
Since 1955. the Sloan
Foundation has awarded over
$42 mi II ion to more than
2.000 young researchers of
extraordinary promi se. The
fellowships were established
as a means of encouraging
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basic research by young
scholars at a time in their
careers when their creative
powers are often most acute
and when other support is
difficult to obtain.
This year, 90 winners were
selected from among 400
nominations by a committee
of recognized scientists and
economists including Gerald
D. Fischbach, MD., Edison
Professor of Neurobiology
and head of the Department
of Anatomy and Neurobiol
ogy at W. U. Ea ch fellow will
receive $25,000.
Taghert, using the simple
nervous system of insect s ,
is trying to isolate genes of
neuropeptides, substances

made by nerve cells. He is
studying how the nervous sys
tem makes neuropeptides and
how they act on other cells, as
well as the regulation over ex
pression of these substances.
Taghert received his
bachelor's degree from Reed
College in 1975, and a doc
torate in zoology from the
Unive rsity of Washington
Seattle in 1981.
Salkoff, one of six junior
investigators to be named
a 1985 Klingenstein Fellow,
will receive $100,000 to pur
sue h is research.
Klingenstein awards are
given to encourage both clini
cal and basic sc ience inves
tigators to engage in research

that may lead to a better un
derstand ing of the cause,
treatment and prevention ot
epilepsy.
Salkoff's research involves
the use of fruit Aies with ge 
netic mutations affecting the
nervous system to investigate
the molecular properties of
membrane ion channels. Ion
channels, the "transi stors of
the brain," are responsible for
the electric excitability in the
nervous system.
Salkoffreceived his
bachelor's degree from the
Univ ersity of California-Los
Angeles in 1967, and his doc
torate in genetics from the
University of California
Berkeley in 1979. He com
pleted postdoctoral training in
biology at Yale University. •
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Pain

eople who suffer lower
back pain because of
on-the-job injuries are
needed for a national study
being conducted at the School
of Medicine . Washington Uni
versity is one of five centers
participating in research to
develop a national standard
ized evaluation form for low
back pain exams in industry.
The study is being conducted
by the Department of Phys
ical Therapy at the Irene
Walter Johnson Rehabilitation
Institute (fWJ), which has
been named a clinical trial
center for low back pain
studies by the National
Institute of Occupational
Safety and Health.
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Paul TaglierI (slanding) and Lawrence Salkoff
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The institute will use re
sults of the study to develop a
national protocol , said Stcven
J. Rose, Ph.D., an associate
professor and co-director of
JWJ's Department of Physical
Therapy. He added that IW J
also wil I serve as a field trial
center when the protocol is
developed.
For the low back pain
study, staff physical therapists
will conduct 90-minute ex
aminations to assess the
rei iabi I ity of muscle, length
and strength tests common Iy
used to evaluate pat ients
with low back pain.
Design and stati stical
con sultant s for the prOject
are Arthur Shulman, Ph. D.,
assoc iate professor of psy
chology, and Mi chael Strube ,
Ph.D., ass istant professor of
psychology.
People interested in partici
pating in the study may call
Rose or Julie Bradshaw at
314-362-3670.
•
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The Lipid Research
Center Laboratory has been
awarded a two-year accredita
tion by the College of Ameri
can Pathologists (CAP).
CA P is a national medical
specialty society of physician s
certined by th e American
Board of Pathology. The
Washington University labora
tory, previously accredited by
the Centers for Disease Con
trol and the World Health Or
ganization, is now recognized
by all three accreditation
groups.
The acc reditation. based on
results of an on-site inspection
by the CAP Commi ss ion on
Laboratory Accreditation,
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cites laboratory director
Thomas G. Cole, Ph.D., and
his staff for excellence in ser
vices provided to patients and
their physicians. The lab is
one of 3,000 CAP-accredited
laboratories nationwide.
The CAP Laboratory Ac
creditation Program is one of
the few recogni zed by the fed 
eral government as requiring
adherence to standards equal
to or more stringent than the
government's own. The in
spection itself is one of the
most rigorous a laboratory can
experience, and may require
up to a year of advance prepa
ration. Inspectors examine the
records and qual ity control of
the laboratory for the preced
ing two years , as well as the
education and qualifications
of the total staff, adequacy of
the facilities, equipment, lab
oratory safety and laboratory
management.

The Department of Occu
pational Therapy is offering
a new program to help injured
workers return to their jobs
as swiftly and successfully as
possible. The program, spon
sored through the Irene Walter
Johnson Rehabilitation In
stitute CIWJ) at the medical
sc hool, is coordinated by
lW J occupational therapist
Doug Cole.
The Work Performance
Assessment and Training Pro
gram could serve as a national
model, according to Cole.
Therapi sts evaluate workers to
determine their physical abili
ties, then retrain them with the
physical sk ilis necessary to
perform their jobs. After the
half-day evaluation, workers
attend training sessions for an
average of one month, or unti I
work-related goals are met.
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"Many of the workers we
evaluate are appealing social
security benefits," explained
Cole. "The IWJ program
works closely with lawyers
handling these cases. We
strive to provide an objective
evaluation in order to report
the worker's maximum
capabi! ities."
Cole foresees an increased
role for the work assessment
program in such cases, as well
as in worker's compensation
and in surance cases .
The program receives refer
ral s from neurologists, inter
nists, orthopedi sts, worker's
compensation and insurance
carriers, and rehabilitation
counci Is. Workers suffer from
stroke, hand and nerve inju
ries, burns, fractures or back
injuries.
Further information on the
Work Performance Asses s
ment and Training Program is
available by sending a self
addressed, stamped envelope
to DougCole, IWJ Rehabilita
tion Institute, 509 S. Euclid
Ave., SI. Louis, MO 63108.

Julio V. Santiago, M.D.,
professor of pediatrics and
codirector of the divi sion of
endocrinology and metabo
lism and a member of the
National Diabetes Advisory
Council, has been elected to
the Board of Directors of the
Diabetes Treatment Centers
of America Foundation.
The nonprofit foundation
will provide grants for
research on the treatment
of diabetes and for the career
development of health-care
profess ionals. Composed of
leading specialists in research
and treatment of diabetes and
its complications in the
United States, the Board of

Directors will establish crite
ria for the grants and oversee
the appropriateness of re
search and career develop
ment pro gra ms.
The foundation was estab
lished by Diabetes Treatment
Centers of America, head
quartered in Nashvil.le, which
operates hospital-based cen
ters nationwide that provide
treatment, education, diet and
family counsel ing, and in
struction in sel f-care for per
sons with acute diabetes mel
litus and its complications.

James Grier Miller,
M.D., Ph.D., delivered the
fi fth Estelle Brodman Lec
ture. The Brodman Lecture is
sponsored each year by the
medical school library in
honor of Estelle Brodman,
director of the medical sc hool
library and professor emeritus
of medical history at Washing
ton University from 1961-81.
The lectureship was estab
lished in 1981 to recognize
her achievements at Wash
ington University and her
contributions to biomedical
communications and medical
history.
Miller is professor of
psyc hiatry and behavioral
sciences, psychology, and
computer sciences at the Uni
versity of California, Los
Angeles. Best known for his
book, Living Systems, Miller
was co-founder and later
executive director of
EDUCOM, the Inter-univer
sity Communications Council
for academic information
management. He has made
substantial contributions
in the behavioral sciences,
especially in psychopharma
cology, human information
processing and general sys

tems theory. He has also been
involved in international
science policy as an advisor
to the United Nations and
to foreign governments.
Miller received his medi
cine and psychology degrees
from Harvard University. He
has held professorships at the
University of Chicago, where
he was chairman of the psy
chology department; the Uni
versity of Michigan, where he
was director of the Mental
Health Research Institute; and
the Univers ity of Louisville,
where he was presi dent of the
university.
He is author or co-author of
161 sc ientific papers and
seven book s.

The Visiting Nurse Asso
ciation of Greater St. Louis
ha s honored several faculty
members for contributions
and service on VNA's Medical
Advisory Committee.
Those receiving special
recognition were James R.
Wiant, M.D., Lawrence
Kahn, M.D., Stephen A.
Kamenetzky, M.D., Robert E.
Shank, M.D., and Franz U.
Steinberg, M.D.
The Medical Advisory
Committee consists of 16
physicians representing dif
ferent specialty areas and
hospital appointments . The
committee actively provides
in-service education for
home care nurses and extends
its medical expertise and
guidance in all VNA medical
policies and procedures.
_
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harlie Ruggieri isn't
sure where or when he
was born - he knows
it was somewhere in Italy,
and he thinks it was in 1899.
But Charlie is certain of two
things - the affection and the
loyalty of "his boys." And
that goes both ways.
Ruggieri, a widower with
no children of his own, con
siders as family the genera
tions of medical students who
lived and ate at the Phi Beta
Pi fraternity house at 4933
Forest Park Blvd. For 38
years, beginning in 1931, he
was cook, assistant house
manager, and often, father
confessor.
The house no longer exists,
and Charlie no longer has
foster sons to watch over. But
his memories of those years
stay green. So do those of the
scores of young men whom
he served, many of them now
grown grayer and more distin
guished , with busy medical
practices, homes and families
of their own.
The fraternity's property
was sold to Washington Uni
versity many years ago, and
the funds (carefully hus
banded by Richard Bradley,
M.D. '52) accrued to a sizable
figure. Now, the Phi Beta Pi
alumni - 400 strong - want
to express their gratitude to
Ruggieri in a tangible way.
A revocabl.e trust of $65 ,000
has been established that pro
vides a modest stipend to
Charlie each month as long as
he lives. Also, the principal
can be used to meet any spe
cial needs, such as unusual
health care costs. (Other Phi
Beta Pi monies will be used
to establish a student loan
fund and to endow an Evarts
Graham lectureship.)
Since the death of his wife

Charlie Ruggieri
Hilda, in 1980 , Ruggieri has
lived alone at the Hawthorne
Apartments, only a few
blocks from the big old house
where he spent the happiest
years of his life, often work
ing from before dawn to
after dark.
That life, especially in his
early years, wasn't easy. His
first memories are of an or
phans' horne in Memphis,
Tenn. , yet he knows he was
brought to the states from his
native Italy. He never knew
his mother. And because his
father didn't learn English and
Charlie never learned Italian,
their communication was
sparse. His formal education
ended in fourth grade.
"When I was 14, I left
home and got a job as a spe
cial deli very carrier at the
post office, telling them I
was 16 ."
He had his first cooking
l.essons as a griddle boy at
Childs Restaurant, flipping
pancakes in the front window.
Then , although he wasn't an
American citizen and couldn't
prove he was old enough to
fight, he went off to war.
"I was standing in line
and the other fellows were
asked their birthdates, so I
just pulled one out of the
air- May 22," he said .
"I was naturalized when I was

in the army."
He was in the ambulance
corps in Belgium, serving
near the front. "The people I
served with were from the
University of Pennsylvania,"
he said with a grin. "I was the
only blockhead."
After his return to the
United States, he learned that
his brother had moved to SI.
Louis. So Charlie followed
him here and got a job which,
ultimately, would lead him to
Phi Beta Pi and 4933 Forest
Park Blvd.
"I worked as a waiter at
a restaurant at 313 Locust St.
I didn't make much money
but I got room and board.
Then I looked for a better
job and went to work as a
counterman for a man named
Bloomer, who had a restau
rant at Eighth and Locust."
When Bloomer moved to
High Point, Ruggieri was
placed in charge of the deli
catessen, and later managed
Bloomer's new place on Natu
ral Bridge.
"But he went bankrupt, and
I was out of a job . That was
when a man who sold meat
called me and said a fraternity
out on Forest Park was look
ing for a cook and would I be
interested? I went out there
and I was hooked. "
As with his other jobs, the

work wasn't easy. With 28 stu
dents living in the house, and
36 who had their meals there,
he had little free time. Al
though he didn't live at the
house, he would arrive early
enough to serve breakfast
from 7 to 9 a.m., then begin
to prepare lunch - from
II :30 to 1:30 - and when
that was cleared away, start
on dinner. But he remembers
no drudgery.
"I became the house man
ager, and I would help the
president and the treasurer. I
made a tremendous number
of friends, and several have
to.ld me, 'Charlie, if it hadn't
been for you, I wouldn't have
gotten through medical
school.' "
"Charlie was a wonderful,
personable and cooperative
character," remembers
Eugene Bricker, M.D. '34,
clinical professor emeritus of
surgery. Bricker's memories
of Charlie date back to his stu
dent days as a resident of Phi
Beta Pi: "Charlie was totally
absorbed in his job. One
of the great things was that
he knew how to deal with
suppliers. This certainly
helped, especially in the mid
dle of the Depression, when
we were in a real financial
bind. He got us through that
crisis."
As an "elder statesman" of
Phi Beta Pi, and with all those
years of experience at a frater
nity house, what does Charlie
think about young people of
today?
''I'm not pessimistic about
them," he said. "They'll be
all right."
What else could a foster
father say about "his boys?" •

Mary Kimbrough is a St. Louis
based freelance writer.
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BY CANDACE O'CONNOR

ast August , Robert M. Filler, M.D.,
led a 43-member surgical team in a
breathtaking operation which cap
tured world attention . At Toronto 's Hospi
tal for Sick Children, where Filler is sur
geon-in-chief, the team separated two
and-a-half year old Lin and Win Htut,
conjoined twins whose bodies were fused
in a Y-shape at the abdomen and pelvis . It
took 17 1,12 hours to complete the intricate
separation , as complex as any ever
attempted.
Without the surgery, Filler says, the
children might have survived for years,
but what quality of life would they have

L

had? "If one sat up, the other had to lie
down. They couldn't crawl or walk or do
anything, " he says . "They were like a
human seesaw : One went up and the other
was down ; up, down ; up, down . .. "
Many of Filler's patients live seesaw
existences, teetering between whole and
partial lives or between life and death.
His pioneering surgical techniques and
broad research interests, which have
brought international acclaim to this 1956
School of Medicif!e graduate , have also
given these children health. The Htut
twins, for instance, who have spent their
lives in hospital rooms , are beginning to

Robert Filler, M.D. '56, captured world attention last summer when he surgically
separated Lin (left) and Win Htut.

walk and will soon be ready to live in
their parents' home for the first time.
'They are now independent human be
ings ," Filler says with satisfaction.
Unlike his patients, Filler has no doubts
about the stability in his own life . Since
childhood , medicine has fascinated and
absorbed him . It's an "all-consuming"
commitment which exacts 12-hour days ,
steals evenings and weekends, and leaves
little time for hobbies. Yet he hasn 't re
gretted it. " It was absolutely the right
thing to do ," he says .
Filler, 53, was born in Brooklyn during
the Depression , a good experience since it
taught him to "hustle a little ." His grand
mother, so the story goes , made an early
prediction about his career. "When I was
two years old, she saw me walking along
and said, 'There goes my little doctor.' I
don't know whether that was imprinted on
my brain, but that 's the only thing I ever
really wanted to do ."
For college, he chose Cornell Univer
sity - a beautiful place but a disappoint
ment to him, since the pre-med courses
were still far from real medicine . When it
came time to select a medical school , a
fraternity brother first suggested Washing
ton University School of Medicine. After
he'd been accepted, he says , he dis
covered what a fine reputation the
school had.
" It was fantastic ," he recalls . " From
the very instant I put my foot in the door,
I was in love with what I was doing. Do
I remember my first dissection - I do .
Do I remember the first time I looked at a
patient? I do. The whole thing - every
day - was more excitement as far as I
was concerned ."
He remembers with pleasure courses

the Army Evacuation Hospital : primitive
in anatomy from Mildred Trotter, pharma
tents or quonset huts, five operating tables
cology from Oliver Lowry, med icine
to a room, persistent electrical failures,
from Carl Moore. But he has most vivid
and steamy days when they operated shirt
memories of a fellow student, two years
less. The intense and varied experience
his senior, who also lived in the medical
was "fantastic," he admits, though diffi
students' dormitory on Forest Park
cult personally since his wife and three
Boulevard. His name was Daniel Nathans
sons (ages 6, 4, and 1) were back home.
"and he was really a genius. He knew
He spent spare hours visiting leper col
more about my courses than I did after
onies and establishing a cleft lip/palate
studying all night long . He knew more
program which repaired abnormalities in
than the professors. " Fi lIer was not sur
prised when Nathans , who went on to
some 100 Vietnamese children. He was
awarded a Bronze Star for his work.
Johns Hopkins in microbiology, was
Back at Harvard , now the youngest per
awarded the Nobel Prize for Medicine
son in his department, he began a rapid
in 1978.
Filler himself graduated first in the
climb through a series of academic and
clinical positions . He branched out in new
class. Although he'd always wanted to be
directions as consultant in surgery at the
a surgeon, he had found internal medicine
Sidney Farber Cancer Center in Boston.
most exciting in medical school. Hedg
At 45, he was already associate professor
ing, he applied for internships in both
of surgery and chief of clinical surgery
fields. Sol Sherry, formerly director of
at Children's. But the head of pediatric
the division of medical services at Jewish
surgery was also a young man - and
Hospital (and now dean at Temple
Filler wanted a chance to run his own
University School of Med icine) , offered
department.
an intriguing option which nearly kept
"W hen they first asked me about
him in St. Louis: a specially created in
Toronto , I wasn't even quite sure where
ternship, half in medicine and half in sur
Toronto was. But I knew the hospital be
gery. In the end, surgery won when Filler
cause it's the largest children's hospital in
captured one of six spots at Harvard Uni
North America, double the size of the
versity's teaching hospital , Peter Bent
next largest. It has a very excellent reputa
Brigham.
tion and there was a lot of work to be
He discovered pediatric surgery during
done," he says.
a second year rotation to Children's Hos
Upon his arrival in 1977, he quickly
pital Medical Center in Boston; his future
enhanced its reputation for excellence. In
was sealed two years later by a phone call
1979, for example, he operated on Herbie
from Robert Gross, M.D., then surgeon
Quinones, a Brooklyn infant born with an
in-chief at Children's and, Filler says,
esophageal defect that had nearly choked
"probably the most famous pediatric sur
him to death some 30 times during his
geon who ever lived. " His offer was hard
firs~ seven months of life. After surgery
to refuse : " I see you 're about to finish at
which involved, in part, pulling his heart
Brigham . How about coming back here
forward and stitching it to his breastbone,
for a few more years?"
Herbie today is " terrific ," Filler says.
For 21 years, with one break, Filler
The Htut twins posed another chal
stayed at Children's , Harvard and
lenge . Joined from the diaphragm down ,
affiliated hospitals. The exception was a
they shared a pelvis, parts of small and
drastic one. Deferred from military ser
large intestines, urinary tract, and (in ad
vice during his residency, he planned to
dition to one good leg each) a vestigial
do his two-year stint at Walter Reed Army
third leg . Their livers were fused, though
Institute of Research in Washington, D.c.
each half had its own gall bladder and
After one year, though, the war in Viet
bile duct. Still more complicated, the
nam broke out. With two weeks' notice,
twins - both genetically male - each
he was whisked out of the lab and
had his own testes but shared a penis.
overseas.
The surgery, Filler's third on conjoined
He found M *A*S* H-type conditions in .

twins , went "absolutely perfectly," he
says. Relays of doctors spent 12 hours
severing and reshaping shared internal or
gans and constructing a vagina for the
twin who will be raised as a female. They
used the remaining five and a half hours
to close up yawning incisions with tissue
and muscle taken from the useless leg.
Filler was on hand throughout, watching
and working, though "I was so pumped
up about this whole thing, to make sure
everything went right , that it certainly
didn't seem like 17 hours," he says.
Along with his wide-ranging clinical
skills, he has more than 160 publications
on "almost every pediatric surgical sub
ject you can think of." He has done
pioneering work in total parenteral nutri
tion, working out a system to feed infants
special formulas intravenously. He has
also taught a variety of courses, most re
cently as professor of surgery at the Uni
versity of Toronto, using his own "mod
ified Socratic method ." "I prefer an inter
action with the students," he says, "so it's
always a lot of questions and 'What do
you think of this?' or 'W hat would you do
and why?'"
Now, every day is different. "Some
mornings I might say, 'Wow, this looks
like a great day; there's hardly anything
scheduled,' and by 8:30 a. m. I'm up to
my ears in emergency surgeries or admin
istrative problems." He keeps fit through
tennis and exercise to make this workload
possible. The morning after he finished
the exhausting surgery on the twins, he
jogged five miles, then came back to re
pair a bleeding blood vessel in one of the
children.
His wife, June, is coordinator of fund
raising fort he Toronto hospital. None of
his three sons (now 25, 23, and 20) will
be a doctor - and that doesn't trouble
him a bit. "If you don't really love it, you
can't do it," he says.
For himself, " my goal is to carry on
with exactly what I ' m doing," says Filler,
who sees fetal surgery and organ replace
ment surgery as new frontiers in his
field . "I just want to remain a pediatric
surgeon."
_
Candace O'Conrwr is a St. Louis-area

freelance writer.
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Paul C. Sheldon, M.D.
'35, writes to say that he's
proud to have been a Century
Club member for many years.
He sends a "God bless you
all" to his former classmates.
Richard A. Sutter, M.D.
'35, chair of his fiftieth class
reunion , points out that the
Sutter Clinic has joined
Barnes Hospital , "thereby
upgrading Barnes Hospital's
reputation in the fields of
occupational medicine and
worker's compensation practice ." Sutter, board -certified
in occupational medicine ,
says that he is the only
staff physician at Barnes
so credentialed.
Lawrence Breslow, M.D.,
'36, writes that he is looking
forward to his fiftieth class
reunion next spring. After
finishing a residency at the
U. of Illinois, he served in
the U.S. Army (1942-6),
European theatre, achieving
the rank of major. He is a
member of the part-time faculty at IU and maintains a
practice in Northbrook, IL .
V. Terrell Davis, M.D.
'36, continues to teach and
practice psychiatry part time .
He writes that he plans to
attend the Ii ftieth reunion
of the class of 1935, with
whom he studied for two
and a half years. and the
half-century reunion of the
class of 1936, with whom
he graduated.
J. Robert Mangum, M.D.
'38, has been busy se lecting
and supporting medical teams
sent to Ethiopia in 1984-5
under the aegis of World
Vision.

Luke F. Crutcher, M.D.

'39, retired from general practice in June 1984.
Edgar H. Keys, M.D.
'39, retired from the practice
of ob/gyn. is now medical
director of the Hospice of
Adams Co. Project, Blessi ng
Hospital, in Illinois .

'40s
Benjamin S. Greenwood,
M.D. '43, retired since 1981 ,
is an industrial medicine
consultant.
Martin P. Meisenheimer,
M.D. '43, has recently retired from family practice,
and writes that he's "gone
fishin '." Meisenheimer lives
in Cherokee Village, AR.
Bernard S. Lipman,
M.D. '44, writes that the
seventh edition of his book
Clinical Electrocardiography,
Year Book Medical Publishers (Chicago), is included
in the recommended tomes
for " Library for Interni sts V.-'
Annals of!nlernal Medicine,
March 1985 .
Gladden V. Elliott, M.D.
'46, is president-elect of the
California Medical Association , a 33,OOO-member organization. In private practice
in San Diego, Elliott is clinical professor of radiology at
UCSD.
Alan R. Laurain, M.D.
'49, has retired from practice .
He lives in Johnson City, TN .

'50s
Charles M. Lederer,
M.D. '50, retired recently
after 34 years of practice in
Warrensburg , MO. The Daily
Star-Journal, in a front-page
story and accompanying

editorial, cited Lederer's life
time of practicing general
medicine in the community.
At a retirement party in hi s
honor, Lederer was prese nted
with many mementos, includ
ing a letter and pair of cuff
link s from President Ronald
Reagan .
Dorothy D. Reister, M.D.
'50, writes that she is the first
woman to be named president-elect of the Jack son
County (MO) Medical Society. She also represents her
district at the Missouri State
Medical Association.
William R. Cheek, M.D.
'51, is president of the pediatric section of the American
Association of Neurological
Surgery. He also serves as
secretary of the American
Society for Pediatric Neurosurgery and is a member of
the editorial board of Child's
Nervous System, the journal
of the International Society
of Pediatric Neurosurgery.
James H. Dunlevy, M.D.
'51, has been appointed clinical assistant professor of family practice at the U. of Iowa
School of Medicine . He is
also in full-time private practice at the Fairfield Clinic,
Iowa .
Edgar Draper, M.D. '53,
is president of the Mississippi
Psyc hiatric Association . He
resides in Jackson , MS.
Selna L. Kaplan, M.D.
'55, is presioent of the
Pediatric Endocrine Society.
Kaplan, a resident of San
Francisco, has also been
appointed to the advisory
council of the National Institute of Child Health and
Development.

00
Melvin C. Dace, M.D.

'62, is chief of staff at North
Florida Regional Hosp ital
(Gainesville). Dace is an
internist specializing in
cardiology.
David Danoff, M.D. '62,
is chief of staff at North
Memorial Medical Center in
Minneapolis. A neurosurgeon, he lives in Golden
Valley, MN.
Brian H. Gross, M.D.
'65, waxes enthusiastic about
a recent trip to Australia and
New Zealand. An anesthe
siologist, Gross lives in
Winchester, MA .
Lawrence M. Kotner,
M.D. '68, has co-chaired the
monthly cancer conference at
Jewish Hospital for the past
three years. He invites the
medical center staff to attend.

"70.
Bruce D. Fisher, M.D.

'70, has been appointed chief
of medical education at
Muhlenberg Hospital, Plainfield, N.J . A specialist in in
fectious diseases, Fisher has
been promoted to clinical associate professor of medicine
at the University of Medicine
and Dentistry of New Jersey
(Rutgers Medical School).
Robert G. Harmon,
M.D. '70, has recently been
re-elected president of the
National Association of
County Health Official s and
holds the same office in the
Arizona County Health Offi cials Association. A resident
of Scottsdale, Harmon spe
cializes in public health .
William V. Roberts, Jr.,
M.D. '72, is a neuropsychia-
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trist in private practice with
Albert A. Lorenz at Eau
Claire Clinic (WI).
Roslyn Kaplan Yomtov
ian, M.D. '74, is president of
the Minnesota Association of
Blood Banks. Her article,
"Establishing a successful
autologous blood transfusion
program in a community hos
pital," was published in the
January 1985 issue of Medical
Laboratory Observer.
James M. Barton, M.D.
'75, has completed residen
cies in medicine at UCSF
and anesthesiology at Mas
sachusetts General Hospital.
He also wrote "Anesthesia
and Renal Disease," a chapter
in an anesthesiology manual
for Mass General. Currently,
Barton is in private practice in
Highland Park , IL.
Linda A. Hershey, M.D.
'75, has recently been elected
a member of the Central
Society for Neurological
Research. CSNR is a select
group of medical neurol'ogists
active in basic and clinical re
search. Her research interests
are in developing new drug
treatments for Parkinson's
disease and cerebrovascular
disease.
Jens A. Strand, M.D.
'75, completed a feUowship
in colorectal surgery and is
currently a colorectal surgeon
in Tacoma, WA.
David J. Clardy, M.D.
'77, is a cardiologist and
director of medical education
at Provident Hospital,
Chicago.
Keith H. BridweJII, M.D.
'77, completed a felilowship
in spinal deformity surgery
at Rush-Presbyterian St.
Luke's Hospital in Chicago.
Recently, he joined the fulltime orthopedic surgery staffs
at Barnes, Children's and

Shriner's hospitals in St .
dency in internal medicine at
the University of Pittsburgh
Louis and was named assis
tant professor of orthopedics
and will begin a fellowship in
at the School of Medicine .
gastroenterology at UCLA
He specializes in surgical
after finishing the Physician
correction of scoliosis and
Investigator Training Program
spinal reconstruction.
at U. Pitt.
Richard M. Gilmore,
M.D. '77, has been elected a
FOUMER HOUSE
Fellow, American College of
ST.4FF NOTES
Cardiology. Gilmore is in pri
vate practice in Lake Charles,
Leopold Hofstatter, FHS,
LA.
Edward H. Kovnar, M.D. presented a paper on neuro
endocrinological rhythms of
'77, has recently joined the
staff at St. Jude Children's Re the menstrual cycle and an
exhibit on the psychoneuro
search Hospital in Memphis,
endocrinology of pregnancy
where he is section head of
last fall at a professional
neurology and a member of
the hospital's new program to meeting in New Orleans.
Charles A. Johnson,
treat brain tumors. Formerly,
FHS, was recently re-elected
Kovnar was assistant profes
sor of neurology at the Medi
cal College of Wisconsin and
director of EEG at Milwaukee
Children's Hospital.
Carol Grammer Stull,
M.D. '78, is an ob/gyn at the
naval hospital in Bremerton,
wo graduates of the
WA.
Medical Scientist Train
Gaylord T. Walker, M.D.
ing Program (MSTP)
'78, is serving a two-year fel
at Washington University
lowship in surgical oncology
School of Medicine have
at Memorial Hospital in New
been named Pfizer Scholars
York .
under a new program spon
sored by the company to sup
port young faculty members.
Donald A. Kennerly and
Ira A. Tabas are the MSTP
Myron Tanenbaum,
graduates of Washing ton Uni
M.D. '81, will soon finish an
versity who were selected
ophthalmology residency at
from 134 applicants for the
the Bascom Palmer Eye Insti
award. Kennerly and Tabas,
tute and begin a fellowship
and Rodolfo Alejandro,
in oculoplastic and recon
M.D., of the University of
structive surgery at Emory
Miami School of Medicine,
University.
will each be supported by a
Linda M. Olson, M.D.
$50,000 annual grant cover
'82, will soon complete a resi ing two years of research .
dency in family practice and
The Pfizer Scholars Pro
has accepted a fellowship in
gram for New Faculty, first
adolescent medicine.
announced in early 1984 , en
Stuart Sherman, M.D.
courages physicians to pursue
'82, has completed a resi
research careers in academic

chairman of the Sarasota (FL)
County Public Hospital
Board. Johnson specializes in
thoracic and cardiovascular
surgery.
William R. Platt, FHS,
is now semi-retired from the
practice of clinical pathology
(hematology) . A resident of
Baltimore , Platt recently was
educational leader for medi
cal seminars for primary care
physicians held in Portugal . A
guest lecturer for the Medical
Student Aid Society 
Florida, he was also visiting
scholar in pathology at the
Chinese University of Hong
Kong Medical School. Platt is
also editor-in-chief of the
journal, Pathology Upd£IJe,
published in Princeton, NJ . •

Alulnni Win Pfizer Award

T

'80s

medicine during the early part
of their professional lives .
The awards are open only to
physicians with faculty ap
pointments below the rank of
associate professor.
The 1985 Pfizer Scholars
were chosen by an advisory
board chaired by Robert 1.
Levy, M.D., (FHS), Colum
bia University. Burton E.
Sobel, M.D., professor of
medicine and director of the
cardiovascular division at the
School of Medicine, was a
member of the advisory
board.
Donald Kennerly is assis
tant professor of internal med
icine at the University of
Texas Health Science Center
at Dallas. He received the
A.B. degree from Harvard in
1974 and the M.D./Ph.D. in
1980 from Washington U.
Named to Alpha Omega
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DonaLd Kennerly
Alpha, the prestigious medi
cal honor society, he com
pleted internship and resi
dency in internal medicine at
Barnes Hospital.
Kennerly's research inter
ests concern the mechanisms
of allergy and inflammation.
As an M.S.T.P. student, he
worked under the direction of
Charles W. Parker, M.D. '53,
professor of medicine and
microbiology/immunology.
In his research with Parker,
he investigated intracellular
metabolic changes that occur
when mast cells release in
flammatory substances such
as histamine that provoke in
flammation and are important
to the development of allergic
responses. Besides their in
volvement in inflammation,
mast cells also serve as a
model of secretory cells. Ken
nerly found that in mast cells,
secretion of histamine paral
lels incorporation of radio
active phosphate into several
speci fic classes of phospho
lipid . In collaboration with
Philip W. Majerus, M. D. '61,
professor of medicine and
biological chemistry, he dis
covered a novel pathway for
the release of arachidonic acid
- a substrate for prostaglan
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din formation - thus explain
ing how cells may regulate
synthesis of inflammatory
substances.
Together with Aubrey R.
Morrison, associate professor
of medicine and pharmacol
ogy, Kennerly investigated
the effect of renal ischemia
in rabbits. Specifically, he
examined injured kidney cor
tex and looked for changes in
the phospholipid and fatty
acid compositions of cell
fractions.
Recently, Kennerly devel
oped techniques to permit ex
amination of cell fragments
- cytoplasts - containing
only plasma membrane and
cytoplasm . Characterizing
cytoplasts will enable him to
construct a model to explain
how mast cells can be
triggered to release their in
flammatory substances. This
knowledge will also illumi
nate the way that other secre
tory cells function.
Ira Tabas is assistant
professor of medicine at the
College of Physicians and
Surgeons at Columbia Univer
sity. He received the B.S.
degree from Tufts University
in 1975, and earned the M.D.!
Ph .D. ~n 1981 from Washing
ton University. Elected to
Alpha Omega Alpha , he
served his residency at
Columbia Presbyterian Medi
cal Center and was a research
fellow in Columbia Univer
sity's Specialized Center of
Research.
Tabas' thesis research cen
tered on the processing of
complex sugars during cell
manufacture of glycoproteins
(protein/sugar molecules),
and resulted in two fundamen
lal findings. Collaborating
with thesis advisor Stuart A.
Kornfeld, M.D. '62, profes

sor of biological chemistry
and mcdicine, Tabas discov
ered the pathway by which
certain complex sugars in
glycoproteins are manufac
tured in cells. Two of these
sugar chains, although dis
similar in chemical structure,
are not manufactured by
different pathways, as had
previously been thought.
Instead, they are both deri ved
from a common precursor.
This ancestral molecule is
transferrcd from a lipid
carrier to the newly
manufactured protein, is
extensively processed in
situ, and eventually forms
the final product. Tabas
isolated and characterized
two of the enzymes involved
in this processing.
[n addition, he discovered
the mechanism by which
phosphate units are added
to carbohydrate components
of certain enzymes (acid hy
drolases) . Previously, it was
known that certain ph os-

destination: lysosomes, cells'
"garbage disposals." But the
way in which the sugar res
idues were phosphorylated
was unknown. In elucidating
it, Tabas opened the way
for Kornfeld and others
to uncover the enzymatic
defect responsible for
important genetic diseases
known as lysosomal storage
diseases.
Now, Tabas' research inter
est is atherosclerosis. He
investigates the low-density
lipoprotein (LDL)/macro
phage interaction involved in
atheroma foam cell forma
tion, a prominent feature
of atherosclerotic lesions
on blood vessel walls . The
cholesteryl ester-loaded foam
cell is believed to be derived
from macrophages . However,
no one had developed a
model system consisting of
macrophages that accumulate
cholesteryl esters after
induction by LDL. Tabas
found a macrophage cell line
which accumulates large
amounts of cholestcryl ester
when human LDL is added to
the cell cu Iture.
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Ira Tabas
phorylated sugar residues on
acid hydrolases serve as im
portant recognition signals,
allowing these enzymes to be
sent from Iheir site of synthe
sis in the cell to their eventual
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The courtyard Ilear the old Maternity Hospital teems with life, e~pecially on a sunny .\pring
afternoon around lunchtime. Theil, it becomes afavorite place to eat, meet friends for a chat,
orjust relax and listen to the ~plash offalling water.
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This polyhedron, a complex offive- and six-sidedfigures, was designed by Leonardo
da Vinci around 1501. Remarkably, it is an exact replica ofthe shape assumed by a
protein called clathrin. Clathrin supports cell compartments - pits and vesicles
that contain substances which the cell absorbs and sends to specific destinations. (See
micrograph, page 10.)

